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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Partial Measurements of Quantum Systems
by
Jonathan Tyler Monroe
Doctor of Philosophy in Physics
Washington University in St. Louis, 2021
Professor Kater Murch, Chair
Projective measurement is a commonly used assumption in quantum mechanics. However,
advances in quantum measurement techniques allow for partial measurements, which accurately estimate state information while keeping the wavefunction intact. We employ partial
measurements to study two phenomena. First, we investigate an uncertainty relation—in
the style of Heisenberg’s 1929 thought experiment—which includes partial measurements in
addition to projective measurements. We find that a weak partial measurement can decrease
the uncertainty between two incompatible (non-commuting) observables. In the second study,
we investigate the foundation of irreversible dynamics resulting from partial measurements.
We do so by comparing the forward and time-reversed probabilities of measurement outcomes
resulting from post-selected feedback protocols with both causal and reversed-causal order.
We find that the statistics of partial measurements produce entropy in accordance with
generalized second laws of thermodynamics.
We perform these experiments using superconducting qubits. We describe the fabrication
process for these devices and detail a novel fabrication technique that allows fast, single-step
lithography of Josephson-junction-based superconducting circuits. The technique simplifies
processing by utilizing a direct-write photolithography system, in contrast to traditional

xi

electron-beam lithography. Despite their large lithographic area, Josephson junctions made
with this method have low critical currents and high coherence times.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Quantum mechanics offers a strange view of reality when compared to the classical world.
Particles can occupy distinct states simultaneously, and measuring a system changes what
the system does. These phenomena would be bizarre in an everyday setting, but they are
routine in quantum mechanics.
The concept of measurement backaction is especially intriguing. In our everyday experience,
our measurements do not disturb the quantity we’re measuring: No table has ever been
widened by measuring its length. Yet monitoring a quantum particle’s trajectory irrevocably
changes its momentum, injecting fundamental uncertainty about the particle’s dynamics.
Introductory quantum mechanics posits that particles are described by a wavefunction
composed of complex amplitudes. Yet when we measure one of the particle’s properties, say
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its position, we get a single, real number. This classical information neglects a great deal of
the particle’s state.
What is so special about measurement that forces us to discard so much in bridging the
quantum-classical divide? The measurement apparatus must have been made up of particles
described by their own quantum wavefunctions. The measurement process must have involved
an interaction between the apparatus and the system. Both of these statements are well
described by quantum mechanics. Where did the quantum information go?
The answer, in part, is that decoherence often rapidly distributes the quantum information
throughout a wavefunction with many possible outcomes [1]. The system-apparatus interaction
can cause the system’s information to dissociate into distant components of the apparatus.
After the apparatus has completed the measurement, it continues to interact with its
environment, and the state’s information quickly erodes completely. But decoherence is not
an insurmountable challenge.
In systems with manageable decoherence, the quantum nature of measurement emerges. Optics
experiments were among the first to directly observe the continuous collapse of a system’s
wavefunction [2]. With modern circuit quantum electrodynamics (cQED) experiments,
quantum trajectories under the influence of measurement have been directly observed [3, 4,
5, 6], even under the influence of multiple, non-commuting measurements [7, 8].
In cQED, the microwave frequency range provides a timescale that is arguably as slow as
possible to provide a view of quantum dynamics. If the dynamics were slower (corresponding
to lower frequencies), the thermal energy at 10 mK (the coldest temperature readily achieved
with dilution refrigerators) would dominate the quantum energy scale.
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With this in mind, the cQED platform has provided a remarkable view of quantum phenomena.
In particular, cQED experiments have directly observed quantum jumps, especially during
spontaneous emission [9, 10, 11, 12]. Moreover, in some situations, these jumps provide
warning signs before they occur so that low-latency feedback controllers can reverse a jump
while it is occurring [13].
Access to the continuous measurement process often comes with the ability to turn the
measurement off. In such a case, the quantum system may be partially measured. A system’s
free-evolution can be interrupted by a partial interrogation before continuing its free evolution.
Combined with unitary control of the system, partial measurements provide an excellent tool
for control [14, 15], measurement-based feedback both in real-time [16, 17], and autonomously
[18, 19].
A particularly fascinating use case for partial measurements is when the partial measurement
occurs between two fully projective measurements. The state begins in a pre-selected
eigenstate (i.e. protectively measured) and evolves under the presence of a weakly coupled
apparatus. The system is then fully projected onto a different eigenstate. The pre- and
post-selected expectation value called a weak value [20]. The weak value has excited debate
across theory and experiment [21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. Most remarkably, the magnitude of weak
values can exceed the spectrum of the measurement operator [26]. For example, a spin-1/2
operator (whose spectrum is [−1, 1]) can have an anomalous weak value of greater than 1.
Thus, weak measurements provide unique views into quantum dynamics. In this thesis, we
explore the statistics of weak measurement from two perspectives. First, we look at how weak
measurements affect uncertainty relations governing incompatible observables, similar to
position and momentum. We find that a weak measurement can reconcile the two observables,
through the action of the weak value. Second, we look at the reversibility (or lack thereof) of
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the wavefunction collapse process. In the process, we identify essential features of entropy
generation in accordance with a generalization of the second law of thermodynamics.

1.2 Quantum Mechanics with Circuits
In this section, we describe the quantum nature of superconducting circuits. We begin by
first quantizing the electromagnetic fields of a microwave cavity, then we quantize the modes
of a linear and a nonlinear LC oscillator.

1.2.1

Quantizing the cavity

In this section, we describe the quantization of a single mode of the electromagnetic (EM)
field. The quantum mechanical analysis of the classical equations of motion results in the
quantum harmonic oscillator.
Classical EM theory centers on Maxwell’s equations, which can be written using the vector
~
potential, A:



1 2 ~
∇ − 2 ∂t A = 0.
c
2

(1.1)

We have chosen the Coulomb gauge, ∇ · A = 0 so that the magnetic and electric fields may
be written as:

~ = ∂t A
~
E

(1.2a)

~ = ∇ × A.
~
B

(1.2b)
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The EM mode we focus on is the fundamental mode of a three-dimensional microwave cavity
[27]. The linearity of this system and EM theory allows us to perform separation of variables
on the vector potential: A(~r, t) = f (~r) α(t). Considering a single mode of frequency ω allows
~ = −iωf (~r) α(t). The spatial extent of the fields is set by f (~r), while the
us to calculate E
temporal variation is set by α(t).
Quantizing EM fields involves quantizing their Hamiltonian. Consider the pseudo1 position
and momentum coordinates,
p(t) = −ω0 (α(t) + α∗ (t))

(1.3)

q(t) = −i(α(t) − α∗ (t)),

(1.4)

defined so that p = 0 ∂t q. We suppress the time-dependence for notational compactness. We
can use these conjugate variables to transform the classical EM Hamiltonian:
HEM,c

0
=
2

Z



~ 2 + ω 2 |A|
~2
dV |E|

= 20 ω 2 |α|2
=

(1.5)

p2
0
+ ω2q2.
20
2

To more easily represent the above harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian, we use the creation and
annihilation operators:
r
p=i
r
q=

0 ~ω †
(a − a)
2
~
(a + a† ).
20 ω

1

(1.6)

The term pseudo refers to the fact that the effective mass which links p and q is the permittivity of free
space, 0 , and that the spatial extent of the field (given by f (~r)) is independent of p and q.
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Comparing to the quantum harmonic oscillator (QHO) Hamiltonian allows us to identify a
quantization procedure to translate from classical to quantum descriptions:
r
α(t) → i

~
a,
20 ω

(1.7)

where a is the typical creation operator whose explicit time dependence is understood in the
Heisenberg picture [28].
The Hamiltonian of a single mode of the quantum mechanical EM fields thus becomes the
QHO Hamiltonian:
1
HEM,q = HQHO = ~ω(a† a + )
2

(1.8)

.
We can also use Equation [1.7] and Equations [1.2] to identify the EM field operators:
r


~ω
E=−
f (~r) a + a†
2
r 0

~
B=i
[∇ × f (~r)] a − a†
20 ω

(1.9)

The spatial extent of the fields retains its classical component unaffected. Thus, standard
classical EM calculations lead to the spatial extent of quantum mechanical EM fields. In
particular, quantum mechanical modes of complex EM structures are readily simulated with
finite element modeling [29]. Our analysis will primarily focus on the Hamiltonian form of
the field from Equation [1.8].
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1.2.2

Quantizing the LC Circuit

Having quantized the EM field inside the cavity, we now describe how to attain a qubit out
of a quantized circuit. Circuit quantization, like EM field quantization, has the structure of
the quantum harmonic oscillator.
The central circuit of interest is an LC oscillator. The state of the LC oscillator is defined
in terms of the circuit’s current, I, and voltage, V . We transform these variables to get a
canonically conjugate pair of variables. The voltage relates to the total charge, q, on the
capacitor (with capacitance C):
V =

q
,
C

(1.10)

The current relates to the branch flux, φ, passing through the inductor (with inductance L):
Z

t

φ=

V (t0 )dt0 = I L.

(1.11)

−∞

The capacitor contributes charging energy q 2 /2C, while the inductor contributes inductive
energy φ2 /2L. Thus the Hamiltonian is given by:

H=

q2
φ2
+
.
2C 2L

(1.12)

The connection between the classical harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian above and the QHO
Hamiltonian from Section 1.2.1 suggests a similar variable transformation as Equation 1.7.
We define raising and lowering operators for the quantized LC oscillator via:
φ = φZPF (a + a† )
†

q = i qZPF (a − a),
7

(1.13)

where φZPF =

~
and qZPF = 2Z
are the magnitudes of quantum zero-point fluctuations for
q
the two operators with Z = CL . The operators obey the commutation relation [φ, q] = i~.
~Z
2

With this representation, the LC oscillator also obeys the QHO Hamiltonian (Eqn. [1.8]).

1.2.3

Quantizing the Nonlinear LC

The LC oscillator described in the previous section has evenly spaced energy levels. To obtain
a uniquely addressable qubit, the harmonic spacing must be broken. The non-linearity of a
Josephson junction (JJ) provides a circuit with anharmonic energy levels.
A Josephson junction is composed of two superconductors separated by an insulating barrier.
As described in Section 2.2.2, JJs have a nonlinear inductance given by

LJJ =

I0
,
2πΦ0 cos φ

(1.14)

where φ is the difference between the two superconductors’ phases, I0 is a fabrication-dependent
critical current, and Φ0 = h/2e is the flux quantum.
The JJ contributes inductive energy
Z
UJJ =

V (t0 )Idt0 =

Φ0 I0
(1 − cos φ) = EJ (1 − cos φ),
2π

where we have defined the Josephson energy as EJ =

Φ0 I0
.
2π

(1.15)

The JJ also contributes small

capacitive energy which depends on the JJ’s geometry. So the Hamiltonian of the nonlinear
LC circuit is:
H=

q2
Φ0 I0
−
cos φ = 4EC n2 − EJ cos φ.
2C
2π

8

(1.16)

We have represented the charge variable with the number of cooper pairs, n, (each having
charge 2e). We have defined EC =

e2
2CΣ

as the charging energy per electron with capacitance

CΣ = Cshunt + CJJ is the contribution from both the shunt capacitance as well as the JJ’s
capacitance.
Equation [1.16] has an exact solution that depends on Mathieu’s characteristic value [30].
Because we will focus on the lowest energy levels where the φ variable is well-localized, we
can Taylor expand the cosine potential:
H = 4EC n2 +

EJ 2 EJ 4
φ −
φ.
2
24

(1.17)

The first two terms recreate the LC Hamiltonian, and the last term provides the required
anharmonicity. In the transmon limit, EJ /EC  1, the first transition frequency is ω01 =
√
8EJ EC − EC , the anharmonicity is −EC , and charge noise is exponentially suppressed in
EJ /EC . The anharmonicity allows us to truncate the energy levels to the first two, which we
use as our qubit.

1.3 Readout Physics
This section describes the measurement process for our quantum circuits. The cQED
architecture utilizes cavity (or generic EM resonator) modes as an auxiliary quantum system
to readout the qubit state. To measure the qubit, the qubit’s state information first imprints
onto the cavity’s state, and then the cavity’s state is measured.

9

1.3.1

Jaynes-Cummings Interaction

The Jaynes-Cummings (JC) Hamiltonian describes a common interaction between an atom
and a cavity. The cavity state is described by creation and annihilation operators, a and a† .
We consider two levels of the atom and adopt the familiar pseudo-spin-1/2 notation where
the operator σz acts on the state in the energy basis. With this, the atom may be treated as
a qubit. The total Hamiltonian is composed of three constituent Hamiltonians:

Hcav
Hatom
Hint



1
†
= ~ωc a a +
2
ωq
= ~ σz
2
~ · d~
=E

(1.18)
(1.19)
(1.20)

In the JC model, the cavity and atom couple with a dipole interaction between the cavity’s
~
~ and the atom’s dipole operator, d.
electric field, E,
The cavity’s electric field operator was calculated in Section 1.2.1. The result is
r

~ =−
E

~ωc
[f (~r) a + h.c.]
20

(1.21)

The spatial dependence, f (~r) is classical and presumed real, but the time dependence (through
the Heisenberg picture of a) is quantum mechanical [27].
The atom’s dipole operator is

d~ = d~01 |0i h1| + |1i h0| = d~01 (σ + σ † ),

10

(1.22)

where d~01 = h0|(−e)~r|1i is the dipole matrix element which depends on the dipole’s position
vector, ~r, the fundamental charge e, and is presumed real. The coupling operates on the
atom with σ = σx + iσy , which merely exchanges ground and excited states. Evaluating the
q
~ and d~ produces a coupling rate, ~g = − ~ωc d~01 · f (~r).
dot product between E
20
Combing the atom, field, and interaction Hamiltonians produces the JC Hamiltonian:


1
ωq
†
HJC /~ = ωc a a +
+ σz + g(a + a† )(σ + σ † ).
2
2

(1.23)

The rotating wave approximation (RWA) replaces high-frequency terms with their average
over the time scale set by the interaction rate. The approximation is not valid when the
cavity photon number is highThe RWA approximation results in a new JC Hamiltonian:
(RWA)
HJC
/~



1
ωq
†
= ωc a a +
+ σz + g(aσ † + a† σ).
2
2

(1.24)

From comparing Equations [4.22] and [1.24], the neglected high-frequency terms correspond
to two-excitation processes, such as a σ which annihilate one excitation in each of the cavity
and atom.
Because a acts on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, finding energy eigenvalues of Equation
1.24 can be challenging. Fortunately, the Hamiltonian is block-diagonal and can be solved
analytically. See References [31, 32] for insightful derivations. We elect to diagonalize the
Hamiltonian numerically by truncating the Hilbert space, corresponding to only allowing for
a fixed number of excitations. This is reasonable because the RWA doesn’t apply for higher
occupation numbers. The numerical treatment also provides a quick generalization when the
multi-level transmon qubit replaces the two-level atom.
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We rely on the generative definitions for the matrix representation of a and a† :

a |ni =
a† |ni =

√
√

n |n − 1i

(1.25)

n + 1 |n + 1i ,

(1.26)

In Figure 1.1(a), we plot the lowest two eigenstates of the JC Hamiltonian after truncating
the Hilbert space to five excitations. We see that when the atom and cavity are nearly
resonant, their frequencies shift by 2g. Near this avoided crossing, the atom and cavity are
not well-distinguished: The energy eigenstates are mixtures of atom and cavity modes. Far
from the avoided crossing, the cavity retains a small atomic component.

(a)

(b)

-10
-2

Δ [GHz]
∆ [GHz]

χ [MHz]

δfc [MHz]

δfc [MHz]

Frequency [GHz]

10

-1.5

[GHz]
Δ∆ [GHz]

Δ [GHz]

Figure 1.1: (a) The frequencies of the JC Hamiltonian [Eqn. 1.24] as a function of the
atom(qubit)-cavity detuning, ∆ = ωq − ωc with ω/2π = 5.8 GHz and g/2π = 70 MHz. The
atom’s frequency (red) increases while the cavity frequency (blue) remains fixed. Compared
to the uncoupled systems (dashed lines), atom-cavity coupling induces an avoided crossing
at ∆ = 0 of separation 2g. Near resonance (purple) the atom-cavity constituents are
indistinguishable. The inset shows the cavity behavior in the case of large detuning (∆  g).
(b) The dispersive interaction rate, χ, as a function of the atom-cavity detuning.

Dispersive Jaynes Cummings
The Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian is further simplified when the atom and cavity are
significantly detuned. In the dispersive limit, |∆|  g, a Schrieffer-Wolf transformation [33]
12

with the unitary operator U = e ∆
g

(disp)
HJC /~

The dispersive rate, χ =

g2
,
∆

aσ † −a† σ



results in the dispersive JC Hamiltonian:



1
ωq
†
= ωc a a +
+ σz + χa† aσz .
2
2

(1.27)

describes the small energy shift in the atom’s and cavity’s energy

dispersion, shown in Figure 1.1(b).
The final term describes the atom-cavity interaction in this limit. Because the term is
proportional to a† a, it can be incorporated into the cavity frequency: ωc → ωc + χσz . The
final term is also proportional to σz , so it can be incorporated into the atom’s frequency:
ωq → ωq + χa† a. Each frequency shift occurs in tandem, affecting both atom2 and cavity
frequencies.
The cavity shift is of primary interest because it enables measurement of the atom’s state.
With the dispersive interaction, the cavity’s frequency encodes the atom’s state, being shifted
by +χ if the atom’s state is |0i and −χ if the atom’s state is |1i.
This dispersive measurement technique is desirable for two reasons. First, dispersive measurements are non-destructive. This contrasts with other platforms such as photon- or
neutron-based qubits [34, 35, 36], which perform measurements by absorbing the system.
Such a measurement obviously prevents any further evolution or measurement. Dispersive measurements are non-destructive because the measurement interaction only shifts the
frequencies of the atom and cavity, rather than transferring excitations between systems.
2

The factor of 12 ωc in the cavity Hamiltonian also shifts the atom’s frequency by a small amount called
the Lamb shift. But this is neither controllable nor observable, so we ignore it.
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However, merely non-destructive measurement can still significantly affect the system’s
dynamics. The second advantage of dispersive measurements is that they are quantum nondemolition QND. QND measurements do not affect the system’s dynamics during measurement.
This requires the system’s Hamiltonian commutes with the interaction Hamiltonian [37, 38].
For the dispersive JC Hamiltonian, as described in Equation [1.27], verifying QND is
easy because the atom’s Hamiltonian clearly commutes with the interaction Hamiltonian:
[σz , a† a σz ] = 0. However, the calculation for transmon qubits coupled to microwave cavities
is far more involved. Detailed calculations of the dispersive approximation [39, 3] show that
cQED measurement is approximately QND when the cavity contains less than the critical
number of photons, n̄c =

∆2
.
4g 2

In this regime, cQED systems can be measured continuously. While the trajectory approach
is outside the context of this dissertation, it provides a fascinating perspective on quantum
dynamics [3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 40, 11, 12, 41, 7, 8, 13].

1.3.2

Partial Measurements

Projective Measurement
In the simplest textbook approach, quantum measurement completely collapses the wavefunction and returns unambiguous state information. Consider a system in a general superposition
P
state. The wavefunction may be written in the measurement basis as |ψi = i αi |ii. The
amplitudes, αi are complex, and the states, |ii, are eigenstates of the measurement operator.
This braket formulation describes pure states. However, partial measurements can result in
incomplete information about the state. Therefore, we move to the density matrix formalism
[42, 43], where the state is ρ = |ψi hψ|.
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When a measurement occurs, the wavefunction collapses onto one of the eigenstates, chosen
randomly with probability equal to the amplitude’s square3 magnitude. The collapse is
realized mathematically by applying a projector. The projector representation decomposes
the measurement operator, A, into a complete set of projectors:

A=

X

λi Πi ≡

X

λi |ii hi| ,

(1.28)

i

where λi is an eigenvalue of the measurement operator with associated projector Πi . If the
random outcome is λi , then the state updates by applying the corresponding projector:
ρ → ρ0 =

Πi ρΠ†i

Tr[Πi ρΠ†i ]

.

(1.29)

The outcome occurs with probability pi = Tr[ρΠi ].
Non-Projective Measurement
The projective model of measurement supposes that wavefunction collapse is immediate and
irreversible. However, realistic measurements involve an interaction with a measurement
apparatus over a finite amount of time. The interaction is unitary, and thus in principle
reversible [45].
For partial measurements, we generalize the update operators from projectors to Kraus
operators. The Kraus operator formalism describes measurement as an interaction between
the system and a measurement apparatus followed by the projection of the apparatus. The
Kraus operator itself describes the effect of this process on the qubit state. See References
[46, 47, 43] for detailed treatments.
3

The square has been called the footnote that won a Nobel Prize. Max Born’s 1926 paper [44] did not
originally propose the squared magnitude. However, a footnote reads “Addition in proof: More careful
consideration shows that the probability is proportional to the square of the [amplitude].”
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Upon obtaining an outcome j, the state updates via the Kraus operator Kj :
ρ → ρ0 =

Kj ρKj†
Tr[Kj ρKj† ]

(1.30)

.

The probability of obtaining outcome j is
P (j) = Tr[Kj ρKj† ].

(1.31)

Furthermore, the probability of obtaining an outcome within a range, [a, b], is given by

P ([a, b]) =

b
X

Tr[Kj ρKj† ].

(1.32)

j=a

The full set of Kraus operators, {Kj }, satisfies the relation

P

j

Kj Kj† = 1. This guarantees

that {Kj } is a valid (completely positive) density matrix transformation (ie that the ρ0 satisfies
total probability Tr[ρ0 ] = 1) and that the set of possible outcomes, {j}, is self-consistent.
Using the relations above, we can construct a new operator M =

Pb

j=a

Kj Kj† which describes

the effect of a coarse-grained measurement of all values on the interval4 [a, b]. If the interval
is large enough, M can describe the effect of a projector. Thus, Kraus operators can be
thought of as building blocks for other measurement operators. Or conversely, that a single
measurement, such as a projector, can be broken down into constituent Kraus operators.
The Kraus operator formalism appears very similar to projective measurements (cf. Eqn. 1.29
with Eqn. 1.30). The similarity arises because any valid measurement can be modeled as an
interaction between the system and an auxiliary followed by a projective measurement of the
auxiliary [48, 49]. The distinction comes from the number of outcomes. Unlike the set of
4

Because this holds for any interval, the Kraus operator set forms a measure. Because each Kj is positive,
the new M is positive. Hence, the Kraus operator map is a positive measure that is based on operators—a
positive operator-valued measure.
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projectors, with cardinality equal to the Hilbert space dimension, a set of Kraus operators
can have any number of elements. In particular, for the qubit-type systems we study in
this dissertation, there are only two projectors for a given measurement operator (e.g. σz ),
corresponding to the two eigenstates. But our weak measurement has many more outcomes,
thanks to the cavity’s many pointer states. The multitude of outcomes allows for subtle state
update (backaction) after a non-projective measurement.
Partial Measurement in cQED
For a detailed treatment of obtaining Kraus operators in cQED platforms, see References
[3, 50, 4]. The key result is that because the cavity state is prepared as a coherent state, the
probability of a partial measurement outcome is Gaussian-distributed. Therefore, the Kraus
operator is given by:

Kj =

1
2πσ 2

1/4



[jI − σz ]2
exp −
.
2σ 2

(1.33)

The variance, σ 2 is given by:
σ2 =

τ
,
δt

where δt is the measurement duration, and the measurement rate

(1.34)
1
τ

=

8χ2 n̄
κ

[51], for a cavity

of linewidth κ, populated with n̄ photons and dispersively coupled to the qubit at a rate χ.
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Chapter 2
Direct-Write Qubits
2.1 Introduction
This section details the development and results of a novel fabrication method for Josephson
junctions (JJs) for use in superconducting qubits. The junctions are fabricated with an
all-optical direct-write laser lithography system. Because the features written into a resist
mask are significantly larger when using photolithography rather than e-beam lithography,
photolithography-written JJs often have large overlap areas. Large lithographic areas lead to
high numbers of two-level system (TLS) defects, as has been seen in a variety of experiments
[52, 53].
JJs primarily function as a nonlinear inductance for LC circuits (see Sect. 1.2.3). However,
they also host part of the electric field which can dipole-couple to TLS defects. To improve
device quality, defect numbers and densities should decrease. Prior work has shown that
decreasing JJ areas is an effective strategy for mitigating TLS loss. However, as this chapter
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investigate, careful deposition and design can still lead to low TLS and low loss even with
large areas.
TLSs have been a significant source of loss in state-of-the-art quantum devices, including
both superconducting [54, 55, 56, 57] and trapped ion [58] platforms. Thus, devices have
historically been made as small as possible while maintaining robust fabrication yield. Though
most of this shrinking has focused on the area of the junction, some work has also used
extremely thin superconducting films (a few nm). Thinner films diminish the expected
number of TLS at the cost of diminished superconductivity [59].
For our process, we seek to incorporate two lines of investigation which have proved beneficial
in the superconducting circuit community: geometric variation and careful surface treatments.
For both coplanar-waveguide resonators and qubits, a device’s geometry can be adjusted
to minimize electric field storage in lossy materials. While the primary materials (silicon,
sapphire, aluminum, and niobium) have low loss [60], other materials which find their way
into devices do not have low loss. These primarily reside at metal-substrate, metal-air, and
substrate-air interfaces, and they are often introduced during fabrication steps.
In resonators, modifying the form (either λ/2, λ/4, or lumped element) modifies how much
of an electric field is stored at these interfaces [61, 62], as quantified by the filling factor
[63, 57]. Detailed studies of resonator geometry have modified the filling factor by, for example,
over-etching the substrate to minimize the substrate-air interface [64, 65, 66, 67, 68]. Other
work has focused on the metal-substrate interface. Larger center trace widths diminished
TLS loss [69, 70, 71, 72]. If TLS at interfaces can be suppressed, then large feature sizes can
dilute electric field densities, decreasing TLS coupling and improving coherence.
In qubits, altering the geometry has also lead to improved understanding of the origin of TLS
loss. Besides micromachining substrates as in resonators [73], simple geometric modification
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can highlight sources of loss. In particular, a variety of alternative designs for transmon
shunting capacitor pads led to an understanding of the loss tangents of these materials [74, 75].
As is commonly used in the field, 3D transmons [76] attain high coherence by moving electric
fields away from the substrate. Similar to the diluted electric fields in resonators, large-area
JJs have recently shown high coherence times in mergemon qubits [77, 78].
The second line of investigation we follow is that of surface treatments. Early experiments
with resonators [79] and recent direct measurements imply that around 60% of TLS reside in
interfacial surfaces [80, 81]. This understanding has motivated surface-treatment experiments
focusing on removing or avoiding oxides and other contaminants through the use of bufferedoxide etching (BOE) [82, 83], other chemical cleanings [68], and inter-metal bandages [84, 85,
86]. This focus on clean surfaces has improved resonator quality factors to well above 106
[87, 66, 67, 68, 83].

2.2 Fabrication Theory
2.2.1

Josephson Junction Nonlinearity

Chapter 1 described how the nonlinear inductance provided by JJs creates a platform for
studying quantum information of pseudo-spin 1/2 systems. In this section, we describe the
underlying physics that provides the nonlinear inductance.
Two superconductors separated by an electrically insulating tunnel barrier form a JJ. The
insulator impedes electron transport, allowing conduction only via tunneling. The superconducting wavefunction can coherently traverse the insulating barrier only when pairs of
electrons tunnel (Cooper pair tunneling) [88, 89].
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The key feature of a JJ is its nonlinear inductance. The inductive nature of the SIS junction
comes from the Josephson relations, which will be derived below, in Section 2.2.2.
The Josephson equations define the current-voltage relationship in terms of the superconductor
phases at each end of the junction. The difference between the phases, δ, generates a tunneling
current and a potential difference according to the Josephson equations:

V = Φ0 δ̇

(2.1)

I = I0 sin δ

(2.2)

Fabrication fixes the critical current, I0 (see Section 2.2.3), and Φ0 is the reduced flux
quantum, Φ0 = ~/2e ≈ 2.0 10−15 Wb ≈ 3.0 GHz h/nA, which depends on (reduced) Planck’s
constant h (~) and the fundamental charge e. Manipulating the above equations leads to the
inductance of the junction:
L=

V
I˙

Φ0 δ̇
I0 cos δ δ̇
Φ0
=
I0 cos δ
=

(2.3)

Because the Josephson equations result from coherent tunneling, JJs provide dissipationless
nonlinear inductance.
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2.2.2

Josephson Relations from BCS Theory

To derive the effect of tunneling Cooper pairs—the Josephson effect-—we begin with the
BCS model stated as a superconductor Hamiltonian [90, 89]:

HBCS = JΣk a†k ak + V a†k a†−k ak a−k .

(2.4)

The Hamiltonian describes single-electron excitations of momentum k with creation (annihilation) operators a†k (ak ). The second term describes a potential that enforces net-zeromomentum interactions.
A Bogoliubov transform translates the second-quantized Hamiltonian into more familiar
two-level-system operators. The transform better represents the symmetry enforced by the
zero momentum condition. The new creation and annihilation operators, ck and c†k are
ck = uak + va†−k

(2.5)

c−k = −vak + ua†−k ,

(2.6)

where u = cos θ and v = sin θ such that 2θ = arctan

J
V


.

In the new representation, we can truncate the Hilbert space to get two-dimensional operators:

H=

X
k

ξk σzk −

V X k l
σx σx + σyk σyl ,
2 k,l

(2.7)

where we consider two momentum k and l, ξk is the kinetic energy relative to the Fermi
energy, and V is the potential difference across the junction leads.
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The form of the Hamiltonian H ∼ σz + σx is a familiar qubit Hamiltonian under Rabi drive
[31, 32]. The energy eigenstates for this Hamiltonian can be written in the form

ψ=

O

uk ( 10 ) + eiφk vk ( 01 ) .

(2.8)

k

The two states correspond to a filled (vk ) or unfilled (uk ) momentum-pair state.
The mean-field solution [89] shows that the phase φk depends exclusively on the potential term
in the Hamiltonian. Thus, with direct control of the external voltage across the junction, one
R
can directly modify the phase. The modification transforms the phase: φk → φk + 2e/h V dt.
The derivative of this voltage-altered phase is:
∂φk
2e
= V,
∂t
~

(2.9)

which is the AC Josephson effect, Equation [2.2].

2.2.3

Cabrera-Mott Oxidation Model

A key development in this chapter is a novel oxidation schedule to achieve low critical currents
in large-area JJs. Here we present a summary of the Cabrera-Mott model for metal-oxide
growth dynamics on thin films [91, 92]. The resulting dependence of oxide thickness on
time is logarithmic and self-limited. The model is commonly used to describe the growth of
aluminum oxide [93, 94, 95, 82, 96].
Metals oxidize when exposed to molecular oxygen that has adsorbed onto the metal’s surface.
The growth process can be summarized in three steps. First, electrons tunnel through the
barrier and ionize adsorbed oxygen. Second, a Mott potential results from the displaced
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charges. Finally, metal ions hop across lattice sites, expanding the size of the oxide. We
describe each step below.
Cabrera-Mott theory depends on the free transfer of electrons from the metal to the adsorbed
oxygen. In Section 2.2.3, we will describe the physical mechanism for tunneling and show
that the tunneling probability decreases (exponentially) with the thickness of the film. This
is the origin of the self-limiting nature of Cabrera-Mott growth and limits the discussion to
thin films.
Electrons donated by the metal ionize the adsorbed oxygen atoms or molecules on the
oxide-gas surface. A positive charge at the metal-oxide interface results from the metal’s
electron donation. The charge difference creates the Mott potential, ∆Φ, which drives metal
ions across the oxide, increasing the oxide thickness. We can calculate the magnitude of the
Mott potential by treating the charge separation as a capacitor:

∆Φ = Q/C = (2en0 ) · X/r ,

(2.10)

where X is the oxide thickness, n0 is the number of excess oxygen ions per unit area, r is the
relative permittivity of the oxide layer, and e is the elementary charge. n0 is calculated via the
equilibrium chemical reaction 12 O2 + 2e → O2− . It determines the oxygen ion concentration
as a function of the free energy difference of the reaction and the concentrations of each
reactant.
Cabrera-Mott theory then estimates the oxidation rate with the rate of the slowest process:
vacancy formation due to metal atoms hopping across sites. Vacancies result from either
metal atoms entering the oxide (combing with oxygen in the oxide) or from metal atoms
leaving the oxide (combing with adsorbed oxygen on the oxide surface). The energy cost
of moving across interfaces is the activation energy W , but this cost is lowered due to the
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Mott potential. The hopping probability is thus given by exp [− (W − ea∆Φ/X) /kT ]. The
growth rate depends on the interatomic spacing a and the time scale of hopping, set by the
vibrational frequency of the lattice, ν. Thus, the Cabrera-Mott theory of oxidation predicts a
growth rate:
Ẋ =

D Xmax
e X ,
a

(2.11)

where Xmax = ea∆Φ/kT sets the maximum film thickness for which Cabrera-Mott theory
applies and D = a2 νe−W /kT sets a material-specific diffusion constant.
The qualitative behavior of this type of film growth is exponential suppression of the growth
rate as the film thickness increases. Equation [2.11] can be solved in the limit X  Xmax to
recover inverse-logarithmic growth of oxide thickness with time:

X(t) ∼

1
1 − ln t

(2.12)

This prediction has been recently measured directly with in situ optical-transmission measurements during aluminum oxidation [96]. Using constants fit to this data, the inverse-logarithmic
behavior of Equation [2.12] is shown in Figure 2.1. In an initial fast-growth regime, the oxide
thickness grows quickly. But the thickness quickly saturates to a maximal value within a few
minutes, proceeding in a slow-growth regime.
For the sake of tuning JJ critical currents, this strong logarithmic dependence is not insurmountable. The exponential sensitivity of critical current on oxide thickness [Eqn. (2.15)]
cancels the logarithmic sensitivity of thickness on time, allowing reasonable scaling of critical
current with oxidation time, up to a relatively thin limiting thickness.
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Figure 2.1: Oxide thickness, X, as a function of time under similar conditions to our oxidation
environment. Two regimes are visible. A fast regime (blue and inset) accounts for the first
90% of the film grows, and the slow regime represents nearly saturated growth. Non-zero
0.1
y-offset is due to numerical error.
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We have discussed how the BCS Hamiltonian leads to eigenstates and dynamics of the
current-voltage relationship for JJs. This section focuses on how junction geometry, especially
the oxide barrier thickness, affects the critical current. The theory was originally developed
by Stratton [97] and expanded by Simmons [98].
Consider a JJ as a 1D tunneling barrier. With an applied potential difference, V , across the
junction, electrons on one lead have a higher Fermi level than pairs on the other. However,
the tunneling barrier of height Φ inhibits conduction. Provided the barrier is thin enough,
electrons can tunnel through. Using the WKB approximation [42], the tunneling probability
for an electron with energy E is
4π √

p(E) = e− h
where F is the Fermi energy of the metal.
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Φ+F −E

,

(2.13)

To calculate the tunneling current, we need the number of electrons with energy E. Modeling
the electrons as a free Fermi gas model allows us to calculate the number of tunneling
electrons. The tunneling current density is given by
J = e (N1 − N2 )
Z
4πm3
=e 3
[f (E) − f (E − eV )] p(E)dE.
h

(2.14)

The integral can be solved for the specific case of a tunneling barrier and expressed as a
resistance [98]:
R(X) =
where K =

1
~

√

8 · 2πR0 · X 2
,
(1 + 2KX) exp(2KX)

(2.15)

2mΦ depends on the electron mass m, elementary charge e and the tunneling

barrier height, Φ. R0 = h/2e2 is the inverse of the conductance quantum. For aluminum
oxide, the estimates of the barrier range from Φ ∼ 0.15 − 2 eV [82, 99, 100].
The resistance derived above translates to a critical current via the Ambegaokar-Baratoff relation [101]. The relation comes from a detailed treatment of the superconducting wavefunction.
However, the result has the familiar form of Ohm’s law:

Ic =

π∆
2 e

RN

.

(2.16)

The superconducting gap in volts is ∆/e, and the normal resistance, RN , can be probed at
room temperature. The full quantum mechanical treatment produces the factor of π/2 [101].
The joint requirements of frequency and transmon-regime set the scale for the required
charging and Josephson energies, as discussed in Section 1.2.3. These specifications require
Ic ≈ 10 nA
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2.3 Recipe Development
2.3.1

Design-of-Experiment Philosophy

When developing recipes and best practices, a common approach is to use “A/B testing”. A
treatment (such as a cleaning step) can be applied (A) or not applied (B), and the final figure
of merit (such as quality factor) can be directly evaluated based on the average outcome,
while also considering standard deviations. This strategy can provide clear evidence for the
efficacy of a single variable. However, when an outcome depends on multiple variables, the
results can be misleading. For example, the A/B test results may differ when other variables
changes. We will show an example in Section 2.3.2, where this was the case.
An alternative methodology is called “Design of Experiment”. The most complete Design
of Experiment test is a factorial test. A factorial test sweeps each variable independently
through its full range. Ideally, each sweep is repeated multiple times to quantify variability.
This test can be time- and labor-expensive, because for even just two treatments, the number
of experiments grows like 2n for n number of variables. However, this methodology offers a
complete statistical picture through analysis of variance (ANOVA). In particular, interactions
between variables can be directly monitored in factorial design statistics. More advanced
methods, such as nested factorial designs, offer more efficient approaches [102]. We will make
use of a Design of Experiment test in Section 2.3.2.
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2.3.2

Resist Exposure Tuning

Imaging Resist Only
In this section, we describe the lithography development process for our all-optical direct-write
photolithography system. First, we focus only on one of the two resists in our dual-resist
stack. Then, we describe the full resist stack.
We expose resist with a Heidelberg DWL 66+ system. To adjust the dose, the user may set
the laser power, laser intensity, and filter. Laser power and intensity combine to set the net
dose. (Laser power is largely fixed for each write head.) Filter percentage selects a neutral
density filter to further attenuate the laser power, and thus further modifies the dose. The
user may also adjust the focus of the optical write head. The focus is a percentage value
and sets the lens’s relative Z-offset from its default position. This allows the laser to target
different parts of the resist stack. Each of these four parameters must be tuned to some
precision to achieve target feature sizes.
In addition to exposure calibration, the resist stack must be calibrated as well. For example, we
can also tune the resist behavior with softbake time and temperature along with development
time, temperature, and mechanical agitation (such as by hand or with an ultrasonic bath).
Thus, the full calibration procedure can be quite involved. Degeneracy in the above nine
variables confounds interpretation. For example, one can tune the exposure dose by using
both the intensity and the filter percentage. While we have experimented with each of the
nine parameters listed above, this section will only focus on changes in a few and leave the
rest fixed to optimized values.
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Figure 2.2: An optical micrograph of S1805 resist after an exposure dose test. The images
display a three-dimensional slice of a five-dimensional sweep between the exposure intensity,
the development time, minimal line width, filter percentage (fixed), and focus percentage
(fixed). Colors (unaltered) indicate residual resist of varying thickness. Dark green corresponds
to the full stack without exposure, and tan corresponds to the silicon substrate, where the
resist is fully developed.
First, consider a resist stack composed only of imaging resist—MicroChem Shipley S1805.
The data presented here is from an early test that highlights the role of intensity and focus.
The pattern creates an array of tall resist stripes of varying widths between 0.3 and 3 µm.
This pattern is the inverse of what is necessary for a JJ, but it provides a basic test for the
resist-exposure combination. The pattern is written many times with a matrix sweep of
laser intensity and focus percentage. The matrix repeats across the wafer, and matrix copies
develop for various times.
Figure 2.2 displays test results for three variables: intensity, development time, and minimum
line width. Degeneracy appears even in this relatively simple sweep. A high-intensity exposure
developed for a short time (Fig. 2.2a, 80% intensity) produces similar results to a low-intensity
exposure developed for longer (Fig. 2.2b, 50% intensity). This particular test showed no
significant difference between adjusting the focus percentage from -50% to -30%, despite being
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quite different from the optimal (-17% focus at the time). Design principles such as working
far from extreme values can help break the degeneracy and determine working parameters.
This test does not probe consistency, despite the importance to process reliability. Though
many of the parameter vectors work here, this test does not identify if they will work
consistently across a wafer or consistently throughout time. Such one-off tests should be
repeated many times to provide yield information.
Full Resist Stack
The resist tests performed in the above section optimized the exposure and development
procedures for a single layer of resist. They set useful baselines for moving to the full
double-resist stack.
Our full resist stack includes two resist layers. The top imaging layer is S1805, and the
bottom liftoff resist is MicroChem LOR 10B. Liftoff resists are more sensitive to exposure
and thus overdevelop beyond the exposure region. This creates an undercut that can be used
as a mask for angle-selective deposition of metals. We designed the resist stack to support
Dolan bridge shadow mask evaporation [103]. Other mask techniques include the overlap
and the Manhattan methods [104, 105, 106], but the Dolan bridge technique allows us to
utilize a multi-step oxidation scheme, as detailed in Section 2.3.4.
Our spin and softbake recipes target 1 µm height in the liftoff resist and 0.6 µm in the
imaging resist (see Section 2.3.4). Our recipes are tailored for 1.5 µm undercuts, but the
liftoff photoresist supports undercuts up to 10 µm.
In Figure 2.3, we show optical and scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the resist
stack after development. The feature sizes are large due to the wavelength limitation of
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photolithography. The SEM image in Figure 2.3(b) provides a perspective on the resist
shadow-masking deposited gold.

(a)

(b)

1 μm

10 μm

Figure 2.3: The developed resist stack after exposure and development. (a) An optical image
of the resist after exposing a single JJ. The color indicates the number of resist layers. White
corresponds to bare substrate, indicating both resist layers have cleared. Dark pink indicates
both resist layers persist in unexposed regions. Light pink indicates undercut regions where
the bottom resist (LOR10B) has dissociated, but the top imaging resist (S1805) persists. Of
central importance is the undercut region in the middle which creates the Dolan bridge. (b)
A tilt-view SEM image of the resist stack (after depositing gold to prevent charge buildup
and improve contrast). Shadows indicate a lack of gold due to resist masking.

Factorial Design of Process Variables
With all the variables at work in the fabrication pipeline, understanding how each component
behaves in isolation can tell a very different story when all variations can occur together.
Such interacting processes require Design of Experiment principles, as introduced in Section
2.3.1, we create a test that varies five critical variables in a factorial design: number of JJs,
exposure intensity, radial position, evaporation angle, and number oxidation layers.
The design includes a pattern that is repeated across the wafer and subjected to different
treatments. A single pattern contains chains of up to 8 SQuIDs connected in series. This
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Figure 2.4: A selection of results for a factorial design of JJ fabrication parameters. (a)
The resistance scales with the number of JJ (SQuIDs) in series, as expected. For each
number of SQuIDs, the oxidation and evaporation treatments are fixed. Black points indicate
different positions. The average and standard deviation over the set of positions yields the
colored circles and error bars. Colors indicate the development treatment: red corresponds
to low-intensity exposure with long development time and orange corresponds to highintensity exposure with short development time. Junction-number scaling is independent of
development treatment. (b) The resistance for sets of single-SQuID devices averaged over
the position and number of oxide layers. The line is a guide to the eye showing the decrease
with the area. The decrease is significantly stronger in the high-intensity development. Also,
the high intensity development shows significantly larger variation.
pattern repeats across the wafer. Quarters of the wafer receive different exposure treatments:
either high-power exposure (54 mW effective power) with short development time (35 seconds)
or low-power exposure (33 mW effective power) with long development time (60 seconds),
similar to the treatment in Section 2.3.2 (especially Fig. 2.2). Horizontal dices across
each quarter separate stripes of repeated patterns for different evaporation and oxidation
treatments. The radial position varies along each stripe. The evaporation treatment entails
evaporation at 30◦ or 45◦ relative to the wafer’s normal vector. The oxidation treatment is
either one or two layers of oxidation, detailed in Section 2.3.4. This test runs the gamut of
tunable parameters within our standard process, although we have severely limited the range
in order to retain tractability.
The figure of merit for these devices is the room temperature resistance. Multiple repetitions
of single-JJ chains provide statistics on resistance deviation. In the following results, we take
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a variety of slices through the parameter space and examine the impact on resistance and
resistance deviation.
First, consider how the resistance increases with the number of JJs in Figure 2.4(a). We focus
discussion on the case of a single oxidation step with one evaporation angle while averaging
over the radial position. The resistance trends nearly linearly with the number of SQuIDs.
Deviation from the linear trend is largely due to the finite resistivity of the silicon substrate
(15 k cm). The trend is independent of the exposure treatment.
This independence does not hold for the evaporation angle treatment, shown in Figure 2.4(b).
For either exposure, increasing the evaporation angle increases the area of the junction,
lowering the resistance. However, there is significant interaction between the evaporation
angle and the treatment. With low-intensity exposure and long development [red points
in Fig. 2.4(b)], the decrease in resistance with angle is significantly less than in the case of
high-intensity exposure. Longer development time allows the exposed resist to fully and
uniformly dissolve. In contrast, short development time requires aggressive removal of resist
and can lead to significant deviation within a single treatment.
Throughout this design, we observed significant intra-treatment variation. Thus, several
of the variables motivate specific studies as a single variable. For example, we found that
a significant amount of variation resulted from position treatments. We corroborated the
resistance measurements with SEM imaging [see Fig. 2.8(a) for an example] for one wafer chip
with fixed oxidation, evaporation angle, and development. Figure 2.5 shows that this single
treatment contained wide variation in the junction area, leading to predictable variation in
the normal resistance. The variation in the area is discussed in detail in Section 2.3.3. In
addition, Section 2.4.1 describes resistance scaling with the number of oxide layers.
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Figure 2.5: Normal resistance measurements for a batch of junctions made under nominally
identical conditions. The area, A, is based on SEM imaging [such as in Fig. 2.8(a)]. The
dashed line is a guide to the eye indicating the 1/A dependence of resistance.

2.3.3

Junction Consistency Tests

During recipe development, we identified significant variation among devices fabricated under
identical processes. The following tests illustrate a path towards treating the source of that
variation.
Manhattan Uniformity Tests
To quantify our process uniformity, we repeat a series of JJs across a wafer. The test includes
variation on two distance scales. First, 16 junctions are located in a 50 µm strip. Second,
groups of junctions are separated throughout the wafer, each placed 6 mm apart. The two
scales provide different information about the process variability. Group-scale variation
captures intrinsic variation, while wafer-scale variation captures extrinsic variation. These
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two types of variation suggest different treatment paths, as we describe in Sections 2.3.3 and
2.3.3.
In this test we utilized Manhattan-style junctions [104, 105, 106] rather than Dolan-bridgestyle junctions. The Manhattan approach replaces the Dolan bridge with two orthogonal
trenches in the resist. Deposition at more extreme angles (increased from 45◦ to 70◦ )
places metal on the electrode of the parallel trench but onto the sidewall of the orthogonal
trench. Manhattan-style junctions allow for better consistency because the junction area
is not sensitive to the resist height [105]. However, the Manhattan process prohibits our
two-junction oxidation method for large area JJs (see Section 2.3.4).
The resistance results are shown in Figure 2.6. This test exhibits clear spatial dependence.
Moving across the wafer either horizontally [Fig. 2.6(a)] or vertically [Fig. 2.6(a)], increases
the mean resistance by nearly a factor of two. While the within-group variation is only 8%,
the between-groups variation is 20%, after removing outliers such as open circuits.
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Figure 2.6: Histograms of resistance of identically fabricated JJs using the Manhattan process.
Each trace corresponds to a group of JJs within a 50 µm strip. The traces are offset according
to position either (a) vertically or (b) horizontally across a wafer. The variation across the
wafer is larger than the variation within a single group.
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Wafer Heating for Uniformity
Early in the recipe development, resist spinning showed clear deficiencies. Color changes
of the resist on the wafer, due to interference of optical wavelengths, indicated variation
in the resist thickness on the order of hundreds of nanometers. Despite clean spins in the
previous test, we continued to see large-scale variation. Our testing led to suspicion of
hotplate temperature uniformity. An IR thermometer indicated regions ±10◦ C outside of
the nominal temperature. Although IR thermometer measurements are inaccurate due to
the low emissivity of the ceramic platform, we take the measured range as an estimate of
the variation’s order of magnitude. According to LOR10B’s manufacturer specifications, this
magnitude of temperature variation changes the dissolution rate by 45%. Thus, the local
temperature variation can create significant differences in the resist patterns.
To test this variable’s role, we added a copper sheet onto the hotplate while softbaking the
resist. While the high thermal conductivity changes the heat capacity of the heating element,
it improves the temperature uniformity.
The test results are shown in Figure 2.7. We used the same pattern and process as in Section
2.3.3. However, compared to the previous Manhattan-process test, the copper-plate softbake
does not show a statistically significant shift across the wafer. The average within-group
relative standard deviation (the standard deviation divided by the mean) was 7.5%, similar
to the bare-plate bake. However, the between-groups variation decreased from 20% to 14%.
Spatial variation is significantly mitigated using this softbaking approach.
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Figure 2.7: Similar to Figure 2.6, each trace is a histogram of resistance within local groups
of JJs. Here, the wafer was baked on a copper sheet rather than directly on the hotplate’s
ceramic surface. The variability between groups is significantly improved.

Further Directions for Uniformity
Monumental work towards the development of device consistency has identified several
additional avenues [107]. Ultrasonic development, rather than by-hand mechanical agitation,
can sufficiently displace dissolved resist while removing human error. Other groups using a
similar oxygen plasma asher device have found non-radially-symmetric behavior during ashing
[107]. Dynamic oxidation, in which oxygen is pumped in and out of the chamber also shows
improved uniformity. Cold development—as is common in e-beam lithography [31]—lowers
the resist dissolution rate, allowing uniform pattern sizes. Finally, our evaporation rate, 0.3
nm/s, is slow enough to allow large grain formation, improving uniformity and eliminating a
site for lossy dielectrics [108].
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2.3.4

Full Recipe

The recipe development described above culminates in the following detailed list of the full
qubit fabrication process.
1. Silicon substrate
For all devices, we use single-side-polished 2-inch silicon substrates with 100 crystal
orientation and high resistivity (> 15k · cm).
2. Substrate Cleaning
Clean the blank silicon substrate in a buffered oxide etch (BOE) consisting of 3% HF
and 97% deionized (DI) water for 5 minutes at room temperature. A two-step DI water
rinse removes and neutralizes residual HF.
3. Spin resist
Attach the wafer to the vacuum chuck of the Brewer Science CEE 200X spin coater.
Dispense 3 mL of LOR10B, carefully maintaining a continuous stream to prevent
bubbles. Resist dispensation can be a major source of device inhomogeneity. Spin at
3000 RPM for 50 seconds to achieve a target thickness of 1.0 µm. Soft bake the wafer
at 195◦ C for 10 minutes. Lower temperatures can produce larger undercuts. Dispense
1 mL of Shipley S1805. Spin at 2000 RPM for 30 seconds to achieve a target thickness
of 0.6 µm. Soft bake the wafer at 115◦ C for 1 minute.
4. Expose transmon pattern
Load the wafer into the Heidelberg DWL 66+. Center the device, and focus the head
with pneumatic mode5 . Exposure parameters should be calibrated monthly for the
particular write lens head. For the 10 mm head6 , recent calibration required 67 mW
5
6

Pneumatic mode provides a height accuracy of ±100 µm.
10 mm refers to the focal length. This lens provides a 1.10 µm depth of field.
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power, 90% intensity, 25% filter and 0% focus. The dose time is set with the beam’s
raster rate, 30 kHz.
5. Development
Mechanically agitate the wafer in Microposit Metal-ion Free (MF)-319 developer for 45
seconds at room temperature. Mechanically agitate the wafer in DI water for 30 seconds
at room temperature. Blow dry with N2 . The sample may be visually inspected under
an optical microscope to check nominal junction dimensions. Dolan bridges should be
1.5 µm long and 1 µm wide. Resist color (indicating thickness) should reflect cleared
LOR-10B and intact S1805, as in Figure 2.3(a).
6. Ashing
Use the Plasma Etch PE-50 to ash organics (residual resist) in 100 W oxygen plasma
for 20 seconds.
7. Substrate Clean
Clean the wafer again in BOE for 30 seconds at room temperature. HF does not etch
our photoresists [109].
8. Pump Down
Quickly mount the wafer and begin pumping down after the BOE clean. Apply two Ti
getter steps, with about 5 minutes delay. The base pressure should be < 10−9 Torr.
Allow at least 18 hours in this ultra-high vacuum (UHV) environment. We believe
this removes any residual surface contaminants. Our e-beam evaporator is an AJA
ATC-Orion-8E with an 8.5 kV electron source.
9. Evaporation of Bottom Electrode
Align the wafer’s in-plane angle to align the wafer’s flat vertically, orthogonal to the
normal-angle rotation axis. Position the normal angle to +45◦ . With the shutter
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blocking the sample, turn on the automated ramp to increase the e-beam source
filament from 0 mA to 180 mA over two minutes. When the targeted current is reached,
open the shutter to begin deposition. A crystal oscillator monitor tracks the deposited
film thickness, and a PID controller tunes the filament current to match the targeted
rate, 3 Å/s. When the target thickness for the bottom electrode, 30 nm, is reached,
the shutter blocks the sample, and the current ramps down in a few seconds.
10. Oxidation
Remove the sample from the UHV chamber into the load lock. Flood the load lock
with 99.99% pure O2 at 4.3 Torr. Use a dose time calibrated to the targeted critical
current. Large-area JJs in our transmons require 1800 seconds (30 minutes). Josephson
parametric amplifiers (Ic ∼ 1µA) require ∼ 600 seconds. Our transmon junctions also
utilize a multi-step oxidation process. See Section 2.3.4.
11. Evaporation of Top Electrode
Repeat Step 9, but with the normal angle set to −45◦ . The target thickness is 60 nm.
12. Protective Oxide
After removing the sample to the load lock, another 4.3 Torr oxidation for 60 seconds
creates a clean protective oxide. We believe oxidation in a vacuum environment improves
aging compared to atmospheric oxidation.
13. Liftoff
Place samples in N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), heated to 60◦ C for at least one hour.
Use a pipette filled with NMP to squirt sacrificial aluminum away. Other groups
sonicate during liftoff. Spray-clean the sample with isopropyl alcohol. Blow dry with
N2 .
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14. Dice
Use a diamond scribe to score the wafer parallel with the crystallographic axis. Cleave
the wafer at the score.
15. Mount Device
For transmons, adhere the silicon to the cavity shelf with GE varnish. For other planar
devices, adhere the sample to the enclosure and wire bond the connections.

Multi-step Oxidation for Large-area JJs
To attain the required critical current for transmon qubits (∼ 10 nA), a new oxidation scheme
is required. Cabrera-Mott Theory (Section 2.2.3) predicts a saturation thickness which results
in ∼1.5 nm thick oxides for our temperature and pressure conditions [95, 82]. With a 1.5 µm2
area, this creates a JJ with ∼ 1µA of critical current [98]. While suitable for parametric
amplifiers [110, 111, 112], the inductance of such large junctions is unsuited for transmon
qubits. Instead, the alternative oxidation scheme laid out below creates two junctions. One
of which has the requisite 10 nA critical current.
Our JJs consist of a 30-nm-thick aluminum bottom electrode, an aluminum oxide insulating
barrier, and a 60-nm-thick aluminum top electrode. After depositing the bottom electrode,
we create the oxide tunnel layer by exposing the electrode to oxygen at 4.3 Torr for 300
seconds. Standard evaporation procedures would proceed with the top electrode [31, 32].
Instead, we add a 0.5 nm filler layer of aluminum. We then oxidized the filler under the same
conditions. 300 seconds ensures the full layer is oxidized [95, 82, 96]. We add as many fully
oxidized filler layers to achieve the desired critical current, typically three.
Two junctions form through this process. When the bottom electrode oxidizes, both its top
face and side face develop oxide layers with the same thickness. The filler aluminum layer
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only covers the top electrode due the sharp resist [see Figure 2.3(b)]. Thus, the top-face oxide
layer grows by an additional 0.5 nm, owing to the fast initial growth phase of Equation [2.12].
However, the side-face oxide grows only a small amount, owing to the slow growth phase (see
Figure 2.1).
The top electrode encapsulates both top- and side-face junctions. The top-face junction’s
thickness implies that its resistance and inductance are exponentially larger than the side-face
junction, according to Equation [2.15].

2.4 Devices
In this section, we describe results for large-area transmons. The results provide insights into
the loss mechanisms for state-of-the-art quantum computing devices. In particular, we show
JJ areas need not be small to have good coherence. Instead, surface cleaning is essential.
The results are broken down into four categories. First, in Section 2.4.1, we describe the
physical structure of the junctions, including a cross-sectional view of junctions and tests
of the oxidation method. Then, Section 2.4.2 presents spectroscopy results, which verify
the transmon nature of the circuit. In the process, we observed several of strongly-coupled
TLS defects resulting from uncleaned surfaces. Next, Section 2.4.3 presents coherence times,
including for uncleaned devices. Finally, Section 2.4.4 provides a few checks against additional
loss mechanisms and summarizes the results.
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2.4.1

Structure of Large-Area Junctions

(a)

(b)

1 μm

1 μm

Figure 2.8: SEM images of junctions made with (a) photolithography and (b) eBL lithography.
Images are at the same magnification. In each image, the bottom electrode is false-colored
blue, and the top electrode is false-colored red. The overlap between electrodes defines the
junction. The area of each junction in (a) is 2.88 µm2 whereas the junction’s area in (b)
is 0.08 µm2 . Our oxidation process achieves similar critical currents despite the significant
disparity in area.

In this section, we discuss the physical structure of large-area JJs. Because their patterns
are defined with photolithography, the feature sizes are large compared to electron-beam
lithography (eBL), see Figure 2.8. The large junction area significantly shifts the oxide barrier
requirements, namely thickness and cleanliness.
TEM sample
To confirm the structure of the large-area JJ, we image a JJ cross-section with a transmission
electron microscope (TEM). A focused ion beam (FIB) creates the cross-section using gallium
ions to selectively mill regions of the JJ, as seen in Figure 2.9. The FIB first cuts away
material surrounding the JJ. The FIB then thins the cut-away to ∼ 100 nm to make the
sample electron-transparent.
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10 μm
Figure 2.9: An SEM image of preparing a JJ for cross-sectional viewing. At this intermediate
state, the FIB has cut away the majority of material and is preparing to separate the sample
before thinning. The aluminum electrodes are highlighted in cyan. The junction (covered
in a protective platinum layer) is visible as the black chevron in the image center . (This
junction appears to have formed as a cusp on top of resist, see Figure 2.3b.)

With the sample prepared, we image the atomic configuration with a TEM. Electrons’ small de
Broglie wavelength allows TEM imaging to image with exquisite spatial resolution. Imaging
capabilities can be combined with energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) to attain
atomic-precision chemical abundance.
In Figure 2.10, we show EDXS data for a JJ made with two layers of oxidation, as described
in Section 2.3.4. The magnification of this image is sub-optimal, but we nonetheless examine
the JJ structure. We estimate the thickness of the aluminum oxide barrier with a Gaussian
fit to the averaged oxygen abundance [see Figure 2.10(b)]. The fit returns an estimate of 4.5
nm, which is much larger than expected. However, we note that TEM imaging significantly
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overestimates the size of the effective barrier [100]. TEM images reflect the structural
properties (atom locations) of the barrier, but they do not capture the electronic properties.
Quantitative X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) would provide a better estimate of the
true barrier thickness. This TEM imaging thus serves as an upper bound for the junction
thickness.
(a)

(b)
Height [nm]
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Al
Al
Si

Aluminum
Oxygen

50
0
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Intensity [AU]

Figure 2.10: (a) Bright-field image from the EDXS measurement highlights the structural
properties of the junction. Each aluminum layer and the silicon substrate are labeled, with
respective oxides appearing as dark. Note the grain boundaries in the bottom aluminum
layer. (b) EDXS chemical abundance averaged over the columns of panel (a). Blue indicates
oxygen abundance, and black indicates aluminum abundance. The oxygen abundance in
between the aluminum layer fits a Gaussian with a standard deviation of 4.5 nm.

Resistance Scaling: Evidence of Multiple Junctions
Section 2.2.3 described the dependence of normal resistance on the thickness of the junction
barrier. This section describes a series of measurements investigating the resistance scaling
with the number of layers applied with our multi-step oxidation scheme (see Section 2.3.4).
Figure 2.11(a) shows the resistance of JJs with a variable number (Nlayer ) of total oxide
layers. Each layer after the first (Nlayer ≥ 2) is created with a 0.5 nm filler layer aluminum,
so we expect the film thickness to be (1.5 + 0.5Nlayer ) [nm], based on an initial oxide layer’s
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thickness [95, 82, 96]. Despite the predicted exponential scaling, we see significantly subexponential scaling. Resistance in parallel with the junction can lower the measured resistance.
We attribute the parallel resistance to the presence of two junctions.
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Figure 2.11: The room-temperature normal resistance for junctions with two evaporation
schemes. (a) Electrodes are evaporated at ±45◦ with a number of oxide filler layers. As a
function of the nominal oxide thickness (number of filler layers), the resistance does not scale
exponentially, indicating the parallel resistance of a second junction. The dashed line is a
guide to the eye based on the Simmons equation (Eqn. [2.15]). (b) Electrodes are evaporated
at 10◦ and 60◦ , respectively, with a variable number of intermediate filler layers. The results
can be fit to the Simmons equation, indicated by the solid blue line. Error bars in both
figures correspond to multiple devices evaporated together.

Consider the geometry of the evaporation. After the first deposition at the standard angle of
45◦ relative to normal, a 30 nm electrode lies underneath the junction. The oxygen exposure
oxidizes every face of the electrode. The next layer of filler aluminum only covers the top
face of the electrode. The electrode’s side face does not receive additional aluminum. The
next oxidation contributes significantly to the top-face oxide’s thickness because the filler
aluminum oxidizes in the fast regime of Cabrera-Mott oxidation theory (see inset of Figure
2.1). However, the side-face oxide does not grow significantly because the oxide has entered
the slow regime (see Figure 2.1). The process repeats for additional filler layers. When
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the second electrode evaporates at −45◦ , two junctions are created. The oxide layer on the
top face is thick, leading to high resistance. The resistance of this top-face junction’ scales
exponentially in Nlayer . The oxide layer on the side face is thin, leading to lower resistance
which is nearly independent of Nlayer . The parallel is resistance is dominated by the lesser
resistance of the side junction.
To confirm this model, we modify the oxidation procedure. Rather than evaporating layers
at ±45◦ , we evaporate layers at +10◦ and the final layer at +60◦ . Because the evaporations
approach from the same side of the bridge (ie the angles have the same sign), the filler layers
build the full junction. The scaling of resistance with Nlayer is shown in Figure 2.11(b). The
exponential scaling indicates a single, thick junction has been created. We note that the
finite resistivity of the silicon substrate slightly decreases the measured resistance.

2.4.2

Circuit Spectroscopy

These devices are intended for use in cQED experiments. Thus, we embed large-area JJs in a
standard 3D cQED circuit. The circuit contains a SQuID (two JJs in a loop) and a shunt
capacitor. The shunt capacitor should be large compared to the junction’s capacitance so that
the charging energy, EC , is low enough to suppress charge noise (via low charge dispersion)
[30]. The criteria for EC and EJ is the transmon approximation: EJ /EC  1 [30].
EJ depends on the JJ critical current. Were we to follow the conventional transmon fabrication
recipe for large-area JJs, the critical current would be too high, according to Equation [2.16].
But JJs fabricated with the procedure outlined in Section 2.3.4 have a transmon-suitable
critical current (∼ 10 nA).
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Figure 2.12: In both panels, two-tone spectroscopy probes the energy√structure of the circuit.
Lower probe power (black) only excites the first transition, f01 = 8EJ EC − Ec . Higher
probe powers (red) excite higher transitions separated by the circuit anharmonicity, α = −EC .
(High power also induces significant power broadening). Arrows indicate α/2, the frequency
spacing of the two highest-frequency peaks. The extracted circuit energies, EJ and EC are
indicated for each device. Panel (a) corresponds to a device made with multiple oxide steps,
and panel (b) corresponds to a device with a single oxidation step. Note the similar charging
energies.

To verify the transmon approximation, we measure EJ and EC . EC can be found by measuring
the circuit’s anharmonicity. Moderate-power two-tone spectroscopy excites multi-photon
transitions in the circuit. The highest frequency corresponds to the |0i ↔ |1i transition. High
probe power excites the next two transitions: |1i ↔ |2i and |0i ↔ |2i, which are partially
populated due to thermal excitation. Spectra like the one shown in Figure 2.12 exhibit dips at
frequencies corresponding to each energy-level difference7 : f01 , f12 , and f02 /2. The difference
7

The factor of 2 is the number of photons required for the transition.
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α ≡ f12 − f01 is the anharmonicity, and EC ≈ −α [30]. The transmon energy levels can be
solved for EJ as a function of EC and f01 .
Surprisingly, large-area JJs do not exhibit charging energies significantly different from their
small-area counterparts, despite a 100 times enlargement of the area. The reason for similar
charging energies is the presence of the two junctions, detailed in Section 2.3.4.
TLS Evidence
Early experiments in superconducting qubits with large areas showed evidence of many TLS
defects [52, 53]. We show that insufficient surface cleaning may have significantly contributed
to these results. We do so by excluding the BOE surface treatments and searching for
spectroscopy signatures of TLSs.
At minimal probe power, two-tone spectroscopy does not saturate TLS, allowing excitations
to swap between the qubit and the TLS. Strong TLS-qubit coupling significantly shifts the
qubit frequency [113, 55], resulting in avoided crossings in spectroscopy. Spectroscopy of four
devices with sufficiently low power exhibited four total resolved (strongly coupled) avoided
crossings. Two devices exhibited no avoided crossing, and two devices exhibited two avoided
crossings each. This finding is consistent with the colloquial wisdom that TLS occurrences
are stochastic so that some devices are “unlucky”.
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Figure 2.13: (a) An example of avoided crossings as a qubit transition frequency comes
into resonance with a strongly coupled TLS. The coupling strength is given by the maximal
separation, 2g, as indicated. (b) The cumulative density of splitting for multiple qubits (see
legend). The average density (purple) and a fit to the standard TLS model (yellow dashed)
estimates the total defect density, σ = 0.11 NTLS /GHz/µm2 .

An estimate for the total TLS density results from combining the TLS count over the swept
qubit-frequency range with the known area of the junctions [52]. Figure 2.13 contains the
cumulative distribution function of TLS coupling strengths, along with a fit to the standard
TLS model [114, 52, 115]:
s
NTLS = A σ

1
1
− 2
2
g
gmax

(2.17)

The TLS density in these non-BOE cleaned devices is σ = 1.1/GHz µm2 , consistent with
other measurements [52, 53]. Because the JJs in these devices have 100-times larger insulating
barriers, we expect these devices should host significantly more defects.
For devices that received surface treatments, we do not observe strongly-coupled TLS with
sufficient statistics to fit. However, the absence of spectroscopically-resolved (strongly coupled)
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defects does not imply the absence of defects. Recent experiments using DC electric fields to
directly tune TLSs have shown that in typical devices, only 3% of TLS are strongly coupled
to the qubit[80].

2.4.3

Time Domain Measurements

Having examined the energy properties of the circuits with large-area JJs, we have confirmed
their transmon nature. Now, we turn to the time domain to measure their coherence
properties, especially T1 .
T1 Without Surface Cleaning
When a qubit is near resonance with a TLS, the decay rate is highly sensitive to the TLS
state, due to an increase in the environmental density of states. With fluctuations of the
TLS state, T1 fluctuates in the presence of TLS [54, 55, 56]. Having identified regions where
TLS strongly couple to the qubit through spectroscopy, we can compare the T1 behavior to
these regions. For the same device pictured in Figure 2.13(a), we measure T1 across a range
of qubit frequencies multiple times over the course of 40 hours. Figure 2.14 shows the effects
of TLS state-switching. Our sweeping rate for flux is relatively slow, so the sampling rate for
T1 at a particular qubit bias is only once per five minutes. Therefore, the measurement is not
sensitive to diffusive or telegraphic statistics of the TLS [55]. We note that the T1 values for
this qubit are also significantly influenced by Purcell decay.
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Figure 2.14: The T1 time of a device that did not receive surface cleaning. We repeatedly
sweep through flux biases for several hours and measure T1 . Near 0 bias, T1 oscillates between
two steady states— a clear signature of TLS state-switching. T1 is further suppressed by the
Purcell effect, given the small detuning, ∆min = 0.235 MHz.

T1 With Surface Cleaning
TLSs reside at interfaces [81]. Thus, surface cleaning processes [116, 117, 68, 83] are essential.
The next generation of large-area transmons was cleaned with BOE both before spinning
resist and before evaporation pump down. BOE-cleaned devices exhibit significantly fewer
strongly-coupled defects in spectroscopy. The absence of strongly-coupled defects does not
imply the absence of a weakly-coupled bath of defects [115, 57]. However, the difficulty of
probing these kinds of TLS forces us to turn to less direct probes of TLS activity.
We perform similar repeated measurements of T1 over hour-long timescales. The statistics
of these measurements hint at the abundance of TLS. Because the qubits have significantly
different frequencies, f01 , T1 should not be directly compared between the devices. Instead,
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we utilize the quality factor:
X
1
1
1
= tot.
=
pi tan δi + other
.
Q
T1 2πf01
T
2πf
01
1
i

(2.18)

Q provides a time-scale invariant metric for qubit loss by directly connecting to dielectric
losses, tan δi , weighted by participation ratios, pi [74, 115, 68, 57, 29]. T1other indicates the
coherence time as limited by other factors such as Purcell decay and quasi-particles.
In Figure 2.15, we plot histograms of Q measurements for each of three devices receiving
different cleaning treatments. The substrate of the first device received no surface cleaning
upon receipt from the manufacturer. The next substrate was cleaned with a 5-minute BOE
dip before spin coating. After pattern development and ashing, the wafer received another
BOE dip for 30 seconds. The third substrate was cleaned with a Piranha solution (3:1 mixture
of H2 SO4 and H2 O2 at 120◦ ) for 10 minutes along with a 5-minute BOE dip before spin
coating. This device also received a 30-second BOE dip after development and ashing.
Additional cleaning steps lead to a marked improvement in Q. The uncleaned device which
exhibited strongly coupled TLS (Fig. 2.14) exhibits a long, non-Gaussian tail in its Q
distribution. We associate this with the TLS state switching away from the qubit, allowing
higher-than-average Q (T1 ). However, we note that the device which received multiple
cleaning treatments also exhibits extended tails. With an overall improvement in the loss rate,
the qubit appears more sensitive to fluctuations of weakly coupled defects. Using Fermi’s
golden rule, the density of (TLS) states has decreased, but the transition matrix element is
unaffected. The low decay rate can thus significantly shift with TLS fluctuations. We also
note that T1 for the doubly-cleaned was not monitored for as long as for the other devices, so
the statistical uncertainty is higher.
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Figure 2.15: Distributions of quality factors measured for multiple hours for three devices
under different cleaning conditions. Red curve: (same as in Fig. 2.14) no surface cleaning;
blue curve: BOE dip for 5 minutes before spin coating, a 30-second dip before evaporation;
black curve: Piranha cleaned for 10 minutes, BOE clean before spin coating. The average Q
and standard deviation of Q are indicated for each device.
Aging T1
While T1 can vary significantly over a batch of devices, T1 of a single device can also vary
significantly from run to run. In Figure 2.16, we show Q data as a function of a qubit’s age:
the time between fabrication and cooldown. Most qubits are cooled within a few days of
fabrication, but we have occasionally returned to old batches. While not cold, qubits are
stored in ambient conditions. We find that in these few tests, T1 can significantly degrade.
We suspect that large areas JJs are more susceptible to aging due to the increased surface
area on which oxygen and other contaminants can adsorb [118, 119]. Similar effects have
been observed in resonators [120] and qubits [121] after multiple cooldowns.
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Figure 2.16: Quality factor measurements for qubits from the same batches (color) as a
function of age (time between fabrication and cooldown). Dashed lines are guides to the eye,
signifying mostly negative trends.

2.4.4

Additional Noise Sources

We have primarily focused on T1 effects due to TLS defects. While other mechanisms also
affect T1 such as Purcell decay, other material losses, packaging modes, their contributions
are expected to be small (see Refs. [122, 90, 121] and references therein for detailed reviews).
However, at the current level of T1 , quasiparticle (QP) tunneling can significantly contribute
to T1 loss.
QP tunneling occurs when a single electron is excited out of the superconducting ground
state and tunnels across the JJ barrier. The tunneling event drives transitions between
the qubit’s energy states (favoring excited state to ground transitions), leading to T1 decay
[123, 124]. At thermal equilibrium with a 10 mK environment, the number of QP tunneling
events is effectively 0, due to exponential scaling in the temperature. However, incident
photons with frequencies above the superconducting gap of aluminum (∆ = 50 GHz) can
induce nonequilibrium QP transitions [123, 124, 125, 126].
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To mitigate QP, we extensive shielding and cable filtering. At the dilution refrigerator’s base
plate, we surround qubit-cavity enclosures with a black-coated copper shield to absorb tray
infrared radiation. The coating is a mixture of carbon-lack powder, stycast epoxy, and SiC
granules [127, 128, 129].
Shielding limits radiation from nearly the full 4π steradians, but RF lines remain as an
entry path. We include absorptive low-pass filters to further attenuate infrared radiation in
the lines. Our homemade filters are either stripline or coax transmission lines with a lossy
dielectric. The dielectric contains magnetic particles which absorb high-frequency radiation
[130]. Typical attenuation is 3 dB at 6 GHz and 70 dB at 50 GHz. Evidence suggests that
filters are most effective against QP when placed inside the can [90].

2.4.5

Limits on Loss Tangents

Devices with high coherence times can be used as upper bounds for the intrinsic loss tangents
of materials [135, 136, 137]. High coherence devices have focused on loss tangents for substrate
materials such as silicon [138, 139] and sapphire [140, 141, 142]. But our devices emphasis
the loss tangent of the aluminum oxide barrier.
Our highest Q = 2.8 106 device allows us to contribute to the body of estimates for the loss
tangent of aluminum oxide [135, 143]. Assuming published (p, tan δ) values for metal-substrate
interface (10−4 , 10−4 ), metal-air interface (10−5 , 10−2 ), surface-air interface (10−4 , 10−4 ), and
silicon (10−1 , 10−7 ) [52, 144, 74, 67, 121] (contributing a net 1/Q = 1.1 · 10−7 ), we estimate
an upper bound on the loss tangent of AlOx of 2.3 10−6 . While this is lower than the current
limit, 4 10−8 [135], further coherence improvements may set a lower bound.
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Chapter 3
Entropic Uncertainty Relations
3.1 Introduction
Uncertainty relations provide limits to precision metrology [145, 146], amplification [147, 148],
and measurement-based feedback [15]. The minimal amount of noise achievable is lowerbounded in uncertainty relations. They highlight how quantum noise arises from disagreement
between, or incompatibility of, quantum operations. They predict lower limits on the
measurement uncertainty of incompatible measurement operators, such as the position
and momentum of an electron, as in Heisenberg’s original thought experiment [149]. The
uncertainty extends to measurement operators which are not conjugate pairs. For any
Hermitian quantum operators, A and B, Robertson proved [150] the textbook uncertainty
relation:
∆A∆B ≥

1
hψ| [A, B] |ψi
2

(3.1)

where ∆A (∆B) denotes the standard deviation of repeated A (B) measurements for identically prepared systems with state |ψi [150].
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3.1.1

Problems with Variance-based Uncertainty Relations

Variance is often used to quantify uncertainty. The variance of a probability distribution for
a random discrete variable x is
var ({px }) =

X

(3.2)

pi · (xi − x̄)2 .

i

Variance measures a probability distribution’s expected deviation from its mean and thus
quantifies the spread of a distribution. However, this deviation is an inappropriate metric for
uncertainty when applied to finite-dimensional operators [151, 152].
Consider a spin-1 particle in a maximally mixed state between its three possible values:
sj ∈ {−1, 0, +1}. The variance is 13 (−1)2 + 13 (0)2 + 13 (1)2 =

2
.
3

Suppose we perform a

measurement that excludes the possibility that sj = 0. We have gained information by
decreasing the number of possibilities. Yet the variance has increased to 12 (−1)2 + 12 (1)2 = 1.
Variance inherits the units of its underlying random variable. This makes variance undesirable
for uncertainty relations because eigenvalue labels can confound the underlying goal of
uncertainty relations. For example, in the above spin-1 example, the story changes if the
measurement excludes sj = +1 instead of sj = 0. The same number of outcomes have been
excluded, yet the change in variance is different.
As a unitful quantity, variance is also incompatible with nonnumerical quantities. Neutrino
mass-eigenstates oscillate between flavors: “electron”, “muon”, and “tau” [153]. Treated as
a three-outcome observable, a flavor measurement’s uncertainty cannot be quantified with
variance [154]. Entropy, on the other hand, only applies to the probability of an outcome,
not to the value of the outcome.
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The bound of Inequality [3.1] has a few shortcomings as well [151]. From the relation,
we would like to gather that quantum measurements are noisy by virtue of measurement
operators themselves, namely their failure to commute. However, the bound depends also
on the prepared state. Thus, the Robertson-Heisenberg uncertainty relation, unfortunately,
doesn’t relate quantum measurement uncertainty with quantum measurements alone. Besides
lacking aesthetic purity, state-dependence makes the bound inapplicable to cryptography
applications, where the state is often unknown and/or prepared by an adversary [156].
Of particular interest is the uncertainty relation for σx and σz . Inequality [3.1] implies that
the bound is

1
2

|hψ| σy |ψi|. For any state in the X–Z plane of the Bloch sphere, the bound is

zero—equivalent to the trivial bound. For an eigenstate of σx or σz , the trivial bound is tight
(the LHS of the inequality matches the RHS). However, in this case, nothing is conveyed about
the second measurement’s uncertainty, which is multiplied by zero—the first measurement’s
variance. The bound is tight only because the product of a minimal uncertainty state with a
maximal uncertainty state is zero. So the tightest bound conveys no information about the
outcomes.
In our measure of uncertainty, we desire a quantity which appropriately represents the
information content (or uncertainty due to lack thereof) of measurements. We then want to
make meaningful statements of the bounds for such a measure.

3.1.2

Entropic Uncertainty Relations

Modern uncertainty relations replace the product of variances with the sum of entropies
[155]. Entropy, unlike variance, directly pertains to the information content of a probability
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distribution. The Shannon entropy of a probability distribution is
H ({px }) =

X
i

 
1
pi · log2
.
pi

(3.3)

As the expected value of “surprisal”(log p1 ), entropy ideally quantifies the information content
of a probability distribution.
Besides improving the deficiency for variance-based uncertainty relations, entropic uncertainty
relations make connections between fields like thermodynamics and quantum cryptography
[156]. In addition to answering the above concerns, entropic relations also provide bounds
for connected sectors of quantum information science. For example, quantum cryptography
findings often base the capacity of quantum channels on entropic uncertainty relations [155].
A seminal result from Maassen and Uffink [157] displays the advantages of entropic uncertainty
relations. For an A measurement of a system described by density matrix ρ, suppose outcome
a occurs with probability pa . The operator A has a Shannon entropy via the a probability
distribution:
H(A)ρ = −

X

pa log2 pa .

(3.4)

a

With an analogous H(B)ρ , Maassen and Uffink proved
H(A)ρ + H(B)ρ > − log c.

(3.5)

c denotes the maximum overlap between any eigenstates, |ai and |bi, of the observables’
eigenstates: c = maxa,b {| hb|ai |2 }.
Inequality [3.5] improves the weakness of Inequality [3.1]. First, the new bound is independent
of the state ρ. Second, entropy depends only on probabilities, in contrast with variance which
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depends on both probabilities and outcome. Finally, the smallest minimum in the bound of
Inequality [3.5] is zero: minimum uncertainty in all cases occurs when observable eigenvectors
coincide, leading to a maximum overlap of c = 1 and thus a bound of zero.
The work of this chapter centers on including a weak measurement in an entropic uncertainty
relation. Weak measurements illuminate quantum dynamics, as in the tracking of the
progress of spontaneous emission [12, 11], the catching and reversing of quantum jumps
[13], and observations of noncommuting observables’ dynamics [7]. Here, we ask what role
weak measurements play in operator incompatibility. We find that weak measurements can
decrease the uncertainty between otherwise incompatible observables.
In the process of including a weak measurement in the uncertainty relation, we find that
a weak value naturally appears. Weak values’ significance and utility have been debated
across theory and experiment [21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. Our work demonstrates how weak values
have physical meaning in uncertainty relations. As we will see, weak values decrease the
incompatibility between incompatible observables.
Other experimental work has explored entropic uncertainty relations with various platforms, including neutrons, optics, and nitrogen-vacancy centers [158, 159, 160, 36]. The
measurements in [36], though nonprojective, are probabilistic projections. In contrast, our
measurements are weak and experimentally demonstrate the weak value’s role in reconciling
incompatible operations.
Uncertainty relations occupy two categories [155], one centered on measurement outcomes’
unpredictability [160, 36] and one centered on measurements’ disturbance of quantum
states [158, 159]. Our uncertainty relation occupies both categories, similar to some optical
photon experiments [161]: on the one hand, we prepare an eigenstate of one measurement
operator and perform a measurement of an incompatible measurement operator. On the other
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hand, we take advantage of the weak measurement’s disturbance of the initial eigenstate. This
work identifies weak measurements as a means to unify the classes of uncertainty relations.
Let us now turn to the underpinnings of our entropic uncertainty relations for weak measurements.

3.2 Theory
The progress of uncertainty relations is the gradual tightening of bounds for ever-morecomplicated operators. In this section, we describe the derivation of our central entropic
uncertainty relation governing weak measurements. The path will begin with several bounds
for familiar projective operators (called projector-valued measures, PVMs). Then, we will
generalize the operator to positive operator-valued measures, POVMs.
In every example, the uncertainty relation centers on the disagreement between two operators.
The LHS of the inequality is constructed as the sum of two entropies—one for each of the
operators. The calculation of the entropy depends on the details of the operator, but the
process boils down to calculating the Shannon entropy for probabilities of outcomes.
The RHS of each inequality is an attempt to leverage various facts about entropies to derive
as tight of a bound as possible. The relevant facts are often geometric. The arguments rely on
the correspondence between entropies and distances: Consider a probability distribution over
N outcomes has an N -dimensional vector. The (Rényi) entropy of the probability distribution
is proportional to the logarithm of the vector’s norm (of degree α):

Hα ({p}) =

α
log ||~p||α
1−α
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(3.6)

For reference, the 3-norm of vector ~x is ||~x||3 =

P

3
j xi

 13

, and the 2-norm of a vector is the

well-known Euclidean distance. The Shannon entropy is equal to the Rényi entropy of degree
1. The above equation implies that the uncertainty of a probability distribution is related to
how extended the distribution is over its support: If the probability amasses on one outcome,
the extent is small and the uncertainty is low.
The profound mathematical fact of uncertainty relations is that not all vector spaces (quantum
operators) that host the probability vector (quantum state) are equally efficient. In terms
of entropy, some operators require more bits of information to represent the same intrinsic
probability distribution (quantum state).
Let us work up to this fact through simpler examples.

3.2.1

Trivial Bound

The simplest bound for entropic uncertainty relations uses elementary properties of probabilities [162]. Probabilities8 are quantities between 0 and 1. The logarithm of a quantity between
0 and 1 is always negative, and the probability is always positive. The entropy, −p log p, is a
negated product of the logarithm with the probability—a positive quantity. This relation
gives the trivial bound for the sum of two entropies:

Hρ (A) + Hρ (B) ≥ 0.

(3.7)

Equality depends on the limit −p log2 p → 0 as p → 0.
8

Certain representations of quantum states such as the Wigner function use quasi-probabilities which can
be negative.
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3.2.2

Deutsch Bound

David Deutsch used simple algebraic features of quantum states to improve the bound [151].
Consider the expanded expression for the sum of entropies:

Hρ (A) + Hρ (B) =

X

 X

− |ha|ψi|2 log2 |ha|ψi|2 +
− |hb|ψi|2 log2 |hb|ψi|2

a

(3.8)

b

where the presumed pure state ρ = |ψi hψ| has been replaced with it’s ket representation.
P
With the identity, x |hx|ψi|2 = 1, Equality [3.8] rearranges into an expression that conjoins
probabilities of the two operators.
Hρ (A) + Hρ (B) =

X

=

X




− |ha|ψi|2 |hb|ψi|2 log2 |ha|ψi|2 + log2 |hb|ψi|2
(3.9)

a,b
2

− |ha|ψi| |hb|ψi|

2

h



log2 hψ|ai ha|ψi hψ|bi hb|ψi

i

.

a,b

Now we may leverage some properties of quantum states. The maximum value for the
square-bracketed factor corresponds to the state which bisects the eigenstates. The state

1
corresponds to ψbisector = p2(1+|ha|bi|)
|ai + e−iθ |bi , where we’ve used θ = arg(ha|bi). This
state bounds the logarithm factor in Equality [3.9]:


log2 hψ|ai ha|ψi hψ|bi hb|ψi



≤ 2 log2




1
(1 + | ha|bi |) .
2

(3.10)

Replacing each term in the sum with its maximal9 value leads to the Deutsch entropic
uncertainty relation:



1
Hρ (A) + Hρ (B) ≥ min −2 log2 (1 + | ha|bi |)
a,b
2
9

The maximum becomes a minimum with the leading negative sign.
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(3.11)

Note how state removal transformed the equality into an inequality.

3.2.3

Maassen-Uffink Bound

Hans Maassen and Jos Uffink slightly improved this bound while extending the relation to
include an entire class of (Rényi) entropies [157]. The class of entropies corresponds to the
different norms of the probability distribution (treated as a vector). Our targeted (Shannon)
entropy is a special case of the generalization (using the 1-norm).
Maassen and Uffink apply a result from complex analysis known as the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem. The theorem applies to transformations of complex-valued vectors which
preserve length. Here, the complex-valued vectors are inner products x = ha|ψi, and the
transformation is a basis transform: T : ha|ψi → hb|ψi. Thus formulated, the Riesz theorem
states:

! n1
1

cn

X

|T xj |n

! m1
1

≤ cm

j

X

|x|m

,

(3.12)

j

where c is the maximum transformation matrix element: c = maxa,b | hb|ai |. For choices of m
and n which select the Shannon entropies, the Maassen-Uffink relation states:
Hρ (A) + Hρ (B) ≥ min {−2 log2 | hb|ai |} .
a,b

(3.13)

This uncertainty relation provides a direct comparison to our uncertainty relation in the
absence of the weak measurement. We will refer to it elsewhere.
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3.2.4

Tomamichel Bound

The primary bound for this thesis is an application of a bound derived by Marco Tomamichel
[156] and adapted by Nicole Yunger Halpern, Anthony Bartolotta, and Jason Pollack [163].
The bound generalizes the previous results from projector-valued measures (PVM) such as
projectors of Pauli operators to positive operator-valued measures (POVM). The generalization
is essential in describing weak measurements which do not project the system of interest.
The general uncertainty relation follows a similar path to the Maassen-Uffink relation. The
bound depends on the “distance” (inner product) between the quantities of interest. The
Maassen-Uffink bound depends on the distance between eigenvectors of the operators. The
Tomamichel bound depends on the distance between POVMs. The operator-norm quantifies
the distance between two POVMs, Aa and Bb :
nhp
iα o α1
∗
kAa Bb k = lim Tr
(Aa Bb ) (Aa Bb )
.
α→∞

(3.14)

The derivation of the bound follows again from the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem [164],
now applied to this operator norm. The bound states

Hρ (A) + Hρ (B) ≥ min − log2 kAa Bb k2 .
a,b

(3.15)

The next section describes the application of this bound to the particular POVMs of interest.

3.2.5

Weak Measurement Bound

The first operator in our weak measurement uncertainty relation is a projective Pauli operator.
We choose to fix this operator as σz , amounting to a choice of the coordinate system.
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Measurements of this initial operator result in an outcome i ∈ {−1, 1}. The second operator
is a composition POVM. It combines a weak-measurement Kraus operator with a final
projective Pauli operator: AF . As such, measurements of this POVM result in a tuple of
outcomes, (j, f ), for the weakly-measured component and the strongly-measured component.
Let us consider the entropies of each operator in detail. The entropy of the initial σz
measurement follows from Equation [3.4]. The entropy of the joint-measurement POVM
is calculated for the joint probability of (j, f ) outcomes. j is a continuous variable, and
so the Shannon entropy10 would not be well-defined. However, weak measurements are
experimentally discrete quantities due to finite detector resolution. Thus, the Shannon
entropy is calculated over a finite sum:

H(AF )ρ =

X

pj,f log2 pj,f

(3.16)

j,f

The range of j depends on the detector settings (see Sect. 3.3). The sum of the two entropies
yields the LHS of the EUR.
Now consider the bound. The Yunger Halpern-Bartolotta-Pollack bound [163] is an application
of the Tomamichel bound to the POVM describing weak measurements. We aim to describe
the uncertainty between two POVMs. The POVM for the first strong (projective) measurement
of I is {Πi }. The set contains elements corresponding to each outcome i = ±1. The second
POVM for the joint weak-strong measurement of AF is {Πf Kj }, where the Kraus operator

Kj =

δt
2πτ

1/4



δt
2
exp − [jI − A]
4τ

(3.17)

describes the weak measurement of operator A with outcome j [49].
10

The differential entropy quantifies information in the case of continuous-variable probability distributions.
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In the Tomamichel form, the calculation of the operator norm results in an expression that
depends on a maximal eigenvalue and is not directly accessible to experiments [165]. Instead,
experiments access expectation values of eigenvalues. We use the monotonicity11 of vector
norms to translate the expression into an experimentally accessible form. In particular, the
operator norm (which uses infinite degree) is less than the 1-norm:
q
p
 α2
kOk = lim Tr O 2 α < Tr [O].
α→∞

(3.18)

By measuring expectation values (the RHS above), we get a quantity which upper-bounds
the infinite norm. This inequality admits experimental tests at the cost of a loosened bound.
With this expression, we can formulate the bound of our uncertainty relation. We use the
norm between the POVMS kI · WF k. The entropy of the two POVMs is bounded as:
n
 h
io
Hρ (I) + Hρ (WF) ≥ min − log2 Tr Πi Kj† Πf Kj
.
i,j,f

(3.19)

Some simplification is in order. Because the measurement is weak, we can Taylor expand the
Kraus operator using the strength of the measurement as a smallness parameter:

Kj =
√

pj =


δt 1/4
2πτ

√

pj (I + gj A) + O(gj2 ).

(3.20)


δt
exp − 4τ
[j 2 + 1] is the prefactor to I and describes the probability of

δt
obtaining outcome j if the detector is not coupled to the system. gj = 2τ
j is the prefactor
√
to A (combined with pj ) and is thus related to the amount of backaction from the weak

measurement. Section 3.3.2 discusses the measurement of these quantities.
11

Monotonicity states that norms decrease with increasing order: ||x||i > ||x||j when i < j.
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The detailed simplification below shows how the weak value directly appears in the bound of
our uncertainty relation. We plug the Taylor-approximated form of the Kraus operator into
the bound of Inequality [3.19]. The result is:
n h
io
†
− log2 Tr Πi Kj Πf Kj
  √

√
= − log2 Tr Πi pj (I + gj∗ A† )Πf pj (I + gj A)



= − log2 pj Tr [Πi Πf ] + pj Tr Πi gj∗ A† Πf + Πi Πf gj A



Tr [(Πf gj AΠi )∗ ] Tr [Πf gj AΠi ]
= − log2 pj Tr [Πi Πf ] + pj Tr [Πi Πf ]
+
T r [Πf Πi ]
T r [Πf Πi ]

= − log2 pj pf |i − log2 {1 + 2< (gj Awv )}

2
≈ − log2 pj pf |i −
<(gj Awv )
ln 2

(3.21)

With this, we have the final form of our entropic uncertainty relation:



2
Hρ (I) + Hρ (WF) ≥ min − log2 pj pf |i −
<(gj Awv )
i,j,f
ln 2



(3.22)

3.3 Experiment
Here we describe the experimental results for measuring each side of the uncertainty relation
derived in the last section. We first focus on entropies before moving onto bounds. The
entropy results highlight two distinct components of uncertainty relations. First, preparation
uncertainty results from incompatibility between a measurement and the underlying state.
For example, a position eigenstate is incompatible with momentum measurements. Second,
disturbance uncertainty relates to the measurement-induced backaction imparted on the state.
For example, a linear combination of position states collapses into a single position upon
measurement.
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Figure 3.1: Pulse sequences measuring both H(I)ρ (top branch) and H(AF )ρ (bottom
branch). Blue pulses gate the cavity frequency, and red pulses gate the qubit frequency
(single-sideband modulation not shown). The outcomes of each measurement i, j, and f are
shown with their respective cavity pulses.
We measure the entropic uncertainty relation with a transmon superconducting qubit. The
qubit couples to one mode of the electromagnetic field in a three-dimensional microwave
cavity. The qubit frequency, ωq /(2π) = 3.889 GHz, is far detuned from the cavity frequency,
ωc /(2π) = 5.635 GHz, enabling a dispersive interaction. Dispersive interactions do not
exchange energy, allowing for quantum-nondemolition measurements (see Sect. 1.3.1).

3.3.1

Entropies of the Entropic Uncertainty Relation

Entropy measurements of the two observables are performed with the following sequence (see
Figure 3.1). We herald the ground state by strongly measure σz at the beginning of each
repetition. Having projected the qubit into either |0i or |1i, we discard experimental runs in
which the qubit was not in the ground state. A resonant qubit drive rotates the qubit state
by θρ to prepare the initial state, ρ. We then perform one of two measurements, I or AF .
The first measurement, I = σz , results in outcomes i = ±1. The relative frequencies sample
the probability distribution of I, pi .
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Figure 3.2:(b)
Each preparation and measurement is characterized by an angle in the X–Z plane
of the Bloch sphere. Measurements
orientation
are
proceeded with to align
H(F)ρat a specified H(AF)
- H(A)
ρ
ρ
1.0
the measurement axis with the Z-axis. With this scheme, we effectively measure the desired
operator by measuring σz . Another state-rotation with negated amplitude (see Fig. 3.1) after
the measurement undoes the first rotation.
The measurement AF is a joint weak strong measurement. The weak measurement axis is θA
radians away from the +Z-axis, andH(
the)ρstrong measurement axis is θF radians away from

the +Z-axis (see Fig.0.0
3.2).
0 Our experiment only
π/2 measures the σzπcomponent of the qubit

θF (radians)
(see Sect. 1.3.1). We can measure a different
operator by first rotating the state so that the

operator’s measurement axis aligns with the Z-axis. Our σz measurement then effectively
measures the desired operator. For the weak measurement, after which other operations will
be performed, we rotate the state by the negative angle, to reset the orientation (see Fig. 3.1).
The joint AF measurement procedure results in a tuple of outcomes, (j, f ). The relative
frequency of each tuple samples the two-dimensional joint probability distribution of AF ,
pj,f .
The outcome f , being the measurement result of a Pauli operator, can equal ±1. The
outcome j, on the other hand, is the result of a cavity state measurement. Because the
cavity’s quadrature values are continuous variables (see Sect. 1.2.1), j is a continuous
variable. However, in practice, we discretize the continuous outcome into 52 bins. Of these,
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approximately half typically receive counts. This choice contributes a baseline amount of
log2 (26) ' 4 bits of entropy and also raises the bound.
Entropies of Strong Measurements
Consider the entropy of the first measurement, H(I)ρ , shown as the black trace in Figure
3.3. Different initial states result in different amounts of uncertainty for the σz measurement.
When θρ = 0, the initial state is |0i—an eigenstate of the measurement operator. Measurement
outcomes thus result in one outcome with near-unity probability. (In practice, measurement
infidelity reduces the probability from 100%.) The entropy of this probability distribution
is nearly zero. The same argument applies when θρ = π. At the other extreme, when
√
θρ = π/2, the initial state ρ = (|0i h0| + |1i h1|) / 2 is an eigenstate of σx . Here, i outcomes
of the I = σz are nominally equiprobable. The uncertainty of this probability distribution,
quantified as entropy, is maximal, with a value of 1 bit due to the number of possible outcomes
(2).
The red traces of Figure 3.3 examine the sum of entropies as a function of θF for a fixed initial
state. Because there are now two binary outcomes—each of which can misalign with the
state—the maximal entropy is now two bits. The state can introduce additional uncertainty
with respect to both of these measurements.
The changes in entropy for different state preparations exemplify preparation uncertainty.
A given state can be represented in any (complete) basis. However, there is one particular
basis in which the state’s description is most efficiently represented—the state’s eigenbasis.
Efficiently represented information has minimal entropy. An operator which shares the state’s
eigenbasis will have measurements with minimal representation uncertainty.
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Entropy [bits]

H(I)ρ + H(F)ρ
θρ=π/2
θρ=π/4

2.0
1.5
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H(I)ρ

0.5
0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

θρ, θF [π]
Figure 3.3: In black, the entropy of projective I measurements as a function of θρ displays
preparation uncertainty. This entropy (for fixed ρ) adds to the entropy of the other projective
measurement F , in red, for two different initial states. The near-equality between the solid
curves at π/2 demonstrates the uncertainty trade-off between the two measurement operators.
Finite readout fidelity (98%) is reflected in 0.14 lower bounds in each entropy.
Because the uncertainty relations we consider have two measurement operators, there are
two sources of preparation uncertainty—one for each measurement. Consider an initial state
prepared with θρ = π/2 and measured with I = σz or with F = σz (solid red line in Fig. 3.3
at θF = 0). This choice of measurements leads to two bits of uncertainty because the state’s
eigenbasis is mutually unbiased with respect to both measurements. The uncertainty improves
when θF becomes π/2, because now the F measurement shares the state’s eigenbasis.
Compare to the case of a θρ = π/4 preparation (dashed red line in Fig. 3.3). As a function of
θF , the sum of entropies has a minimum at θF = π/4, unsurprisingly because F and ρ share
an eigenbasis. However, for this preparation, the new maximum is only 1.67 bits, compared
to 2.0 bits. The maximum decreases because the state’s eigenbasis better aligns with both of
the operator eigenbases.
The total entropy decreases when the state’s eigenbasis aligns with either measurement
operator. Because we chose to fix the configuration for I, we can minimize the entropy
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overall by always initializing the state in an eigenstate of I, e.g. with θρ = 0. Initializing
the state to an eigenstate of one of the operators is the most interesting case because it
allows the uncertainty relation to quantify uncertainty between the operators, rather than the
uncertainty between each operator and the state. With the state initialized to an eigenstate
of an operator, we focus only on preparation uncertainty resulting from operator-operator
disagreement (rather than state-operator disagreement).
Let us turn to this operator incompatibility, quantified by the Maassen-Uffink relation (Ineq.
[3.5]). For our chosen initial state, this uncertainty relation quantifies the degree of operatoroperator disagreement. The relation includes two entropies and provides a lower bound for
their sum. Consider the entropies. For the Maassen-Uffink case, the operators are Pauli
operators, I = σz and F = σθ . F is a linear combination of σz and σx , as in Figure 3.2.
Each of the entropies is shown in Figure 3.4. Because of the initial state, the first entropy
term is nominally zero. However, state preparation and measurement errors (especially
finite-temperature qubit populations) cause I measurements to result in both outcomes, with
98% and 2% probability. This probability distribution has 0.14 bits of entropy, as the blue
line in Figure 3.4 shows.
The second entropy, shown in red in Figure 3.4 shows how entropy depends on the measurement
axis, θF . When θF increases from 0 to π/2, the two operators become less compatible, and
entropy increases.
The dependence illustrates the second type of uncertainty relations owing to operatoroperator disagreement called preparation uncertainty. That is, quantum mechanics disallows
preparation of a state which minimizes uncertainty of both σx and σz . Preparing a definite
eigenstate of one operator results in a completely mixed state of the other.
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Figure 3.4: Three entropies as a function of the F measurement orientation. The blue and
red curves display the entropy of I or F measurements, respectively, without any weak
measurement. The black curve represents the entropy of the joint AF measurement with the
baseline entropy due to the many-outcome A subtracted off. Here, the weak measurement axis
is set to θA = π/4. Error bands indicate the propagated uncertainty due to finite sampling.
Entropies of Weak Measurements
To consider the entropy of the weak measurement, we first describe the weak measurement
outcome. The outcome results from probing the state of the cavity. We correlate the cavity
signal by scaling it so that when the qubit initialized to the ground or excited states, the
average outcome is +1 or −1, respectively. We scale the weak measurement outcomes such
that an initial ground or excited state results in an average outcome of +1 or −1, respectively.
With the measurement strength chosen to be weak enough to satisfy the Taylor approximation
in the bound (see Eqn. [3.20]), the distribution of weak measurements has a standard deviation
of 5.5. We discretize the distribution of j outcomes into 52 bins.
First, let us examine the case of a weak measurement fixed to an axis θA = π/4, while
varying θF as above. To facilitate comparison to the Maassen-Uffink relation, we subtract off
the entropy at θF = 0. This point amounts to a normalization. This measurement entails
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preparing the ground state, then immediately measuring σz weakly before strongly measuring
σz again. The outcomes are as certain as possible with a weak measurement. However,
there is uncertainty because weak measurements only provide partial state information. The
entropy of the joint W F measurement thus has a minimal but nonzero value of 4.53 bits at
θF = θW = 0. We subtract this normalization value off of the relation in Figure 3.4.
Thus normalized, the value Hρ (AF ) − Hρ (Aσz σz ) compares directly to Hρ (F ) and Hρ (I).
With θW = π/4, Figure 3.4 characterizes Hρ (AF ) as a function of θF . Here, the minimal value
is nonzero because the state is misaligned with the weak measurement axis. The maximum
value is one bit, corresponding to the entropy added by the strong measurement—just as was
the case without the weak measurement. Despite a σz -eigenstate preparation, the maximum
does not occur at θF = π/2, when F = σx . The weak measurement has shifted the eigenbasis
which is mutually unbiased to σz .
From another perspective, with a preceding weak measurement, σx no longer maximally
disagrees with σz , despite the two operators’ failure to commute. We now explore the
amelioration of σz and σx by considering Hρ (AF ) as a function of θA with fixed θF = π/2 in
Figure 3.5.
As before, the entropy at θA = 0 serves as a base case. The value results from preparing
+z, weakly measuring σz then measuring F = σx . Weakly measuring an eigenstate does not
change the state, so the F outcomes are unaffected. The entropy is thus the combination of
uncertainty from unbiased F outcomes and the multiplicity of A outcomes.
Remarkably, the entropy resulting from a weak measurement halfway between the two strong
measurements (θA = π/4) is lower than the unbiased value. The decrease is due to the
measurement-disturbance component of uncertainty relations. Weak measurements cause
slight backaction on the state. The state partially collapses towards one of the eigenstates
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Figure 3.5: Entropy of the joint AF measurement as a function of θA with the strongmeasurement component fixed at σx . The prepared state is the |0i eigenstate of σz . The
dashed line indicates the prediction of a modified theory which accounts for measurement
induced dephasing as well as T1 decay. Dephasing enhances the dip at π/4 and T1 decay
raises the entropy with higher θA .
of the measurement operator. The state dephases, and off-diagonal components (in the
measurement basis) decay.
When θA = π/2, the dephasing is maximal because the state is fully orthogonal to the
measurement axis. However, as Figure 3.5 shows, the resulting entropy is not minimal. This
is because the dephasing does not significantly change the σx component of the state. There
is no entropic advantage to “pre-measuring” the state.
However, when θA = π/4, the entropy is minimal. Although this orientation does not
maximize dephasing, the orientation does optimally shift the state towards σx eigenstates.
This appears to contradict the results of a direct calculation of Hρ (AF ) which predicts that
θA = π/4 should be a maximum in the entropy. The direct calculation results in a subtle
shift in the state. However, when we estimate the probability by collecting an ensemble of
measurements, inefficient detection plagues the distribution. The ensemble-level dephasing
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overwhelms the subtle changes at the single trajectory level. Thus, the dephased ensemblelevel dynamics dominate the measurement bias. Note also how Figure 3.5 exhibits skew with
increasing θA . This asymmetry about θA = π/2 is due to small but pronounced T1 decay
effects.
The above results for H(AF )ρ as a function of the two joint-measurement configuration
angles are a part of a larger parameter space. Figure 3.6 displays measured entropies for each
angle θA and θF ∈ [0, π]. See Table 3.1 for specific values. Broad features match expectations;
Minima in the entropy occur when both θA and θF are either 0 or π. This configuration
involves σz measurements (weak and strong) of a σz eigenstate. The outcomes are minimally
uncertain because each form of entropy is minimized: (i) the representation is efficient (ii)
the preparation is not incompatible and (iii) no backaction occurs in either measurement.
Measurements with either component near θ = π tend to have slightly higher entropy due to
the T1 -induced skew explained above.
Measurement configurations with maximum entropy occur near θF = π/2 when the strongmeasurement component disagrees maximally with the incompatible prepared state. Many
measurement orientations result in statistically similar values of entropy. Surprisingly, this
region of maximum entropy does not follow the line θF = π/2 for all θA . Instead, for each
value of θA , the maximum entropy occurs for a slightly different θF . At θA = 0, the maximum
entropy occurs at θF = 0, but at θA = π/4, the maximum entropy occurs at θA = 0.66π.
The entropy-maximizing θF sweeps back and forth like a sinusoid as a function of θA with
an amplitude of 0.11π. This result is an alternative way to describe Figure 3.5: Varying θA
along θF = π/2, the entropy decreases because the maximally disagreeing F operator is no
longer σx . Although the absolute maximum occurs at (θA , θF ) = (0.69π, 0.42π), this appears
to be a statistical fluctuation on top of T1 -induced skew.
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Figure 3.6: The entropy of the AF measurement outcomes as a function of the configuration
angles for each measurement
component. See Figure 3.2 for definitions of the measurement
5.28
angles. The minima in entropy, colored blue, appear when both measurement axes align with
the state, initialized to a σz eigenstate (θρ =0). See Table 3.1 for explicit values at marked
points. Maxima in the entropy, colored red, occur when either the weak measurement A or
the strong measurement F are oriented π/2 radians away from the initial state, due to these
measurements being5.24
unbiased bases for the initial state. Across the parameter range, H(I)ρ
contributes 0.01 bits.
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π

(c)

Index
1
2
3
4
5
6

θA
0
π
π/2
0
π/2
0.69π

θF
0
π
0
π/2
π/2
0.42π

H(AF )ρ [bits]
4.30
4.56
5.11
5.25
5.26
5.29

Notes
Absolute minimum
Theoretical minimum, biased by T1 noise
Disagreement with A alone
Disagreement with F alone
Disagreement with both AF
Absolute maximum

Table 3.1: Explicit values for the entropy H(AF )ρ (Fig. 3.6) for various points of interest
in (θA , θF ) parameter space. Each value has a typical uncertainty of 0.03 bits due to finite
sampling statistics.

3.3.2

Bound of the Entropic Uncertainty Relation

We have so far focused on the uncertainty component of our primary entropic uncertainty
relation. Let us now turn to the bound. cQED allows nearly independent measurements of
each component of the bound:


min − log2 pj pf |i


i,j,f


2
−
<(gj Awv )
ln 2

(3.23)

Let us discuss each of the four non-constant components in turn.
Measuring Conditional Probabilities
We will start with the conditional probability pf |i of obtaining outcome f given a preparation
|ii. The measurement procedure consists of preparing either |0i or |1i (eigenstates of I)
and measuring F (with the pre-rotation discussion in Section 3.3). Thus, the conditional
probability depends only on the final measurement angle, θF . The sequence is similar to Rabi
oscillations [31], modified by the initial π pulse. The results are shown in Figure 3.7(a).
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Figure 3.7: Components of RHS (a) The conditional probability of measuring outcome f from
strongly measuring θF after preparing an i eigenstate. Each choice of i and f is indicated.
Red hues correspond to i 6= f and blue hues correspond to i = f . Darker shades correspond to
the case when i is prepared as an excited state, leading to added T1 decay. (b) Calibrating the
measurement strength. By populating the cavity with n̄ photons, we shift the qubit frequency
by a fixed amount ∆f , causing dephasing Γ. The slope is 4χ
, providing the measurement
κ
strength.
Measuring pj and gj
Now consider the components associated with the Taylor expansion of the weak measurement
Kraus operator, Kj . The Taylor expansion produced Equation [3.20] and provided expressions
for pj and gj which depend only on the measurement strength.
To calibrate the measurement strength, we populate the cavity with photons and measure
the qubit’s T2∗ decay time with a Ramsey sequence [31]. The measurement provides the
ensemble dephasing rate, Γm = 8χ2 n̄/κ and the ac Stark shift, ∆ωq = 2χn̄. κ/(2π) = 4.5
MHz is the cavity linewidth measured with low power transmission via a vector network
analyzer. From these values, we infer the dispersive coupling rate, χ/(2π) = −1.5 MHz,
and the mean intracavity photon number during the weak measurement, n̄ = 0.5. We
integrate the weak signal for δt = 250 ns, setting δt/τ = 0.375. From this we calculate


√
δt 1/4
δt
δt
pj = 2πτ
exp − 4τ
[j 2 + 1] and gj = 2τ
j for each value of j in the span sampled during
the LHS measurement. See Figure 3.7(b).
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Figure 3.8: To measure weak value Ai,f
wv , the state |ii is prepared and measured. If the
undesired outcome results, the run is discarded and begins again. A weak A measurement
results in outcome j. Then F is strongly measured to obtain outcome f . If f is not the
desired outcome the run is discarded and begins again. If the desired outcome results, the
outcome j is included in a final average which estimates the weak value.
Measuring weak values
The weak value is a pre- and post-selected (conditional) expectation value [20, 166]:
Ai,f
wv =

hf | A |ii
,
hf |ii

(3.24)

where we have explicitly denoted the I and F outcomes, i and f . We experimentally probe
the weak value through the protocol shown in Figure 3.8. The protocol is similar to measuring
the LHS of the entropic uncertainty relation but differs because of post-selection.
Each choice of i and f , corresponds to a different weak value. As an example, consider the
process for measuring the weak value for i = −1 and f = +1. First, two counters for the
numbers of total and successful trials initialize to zero. After heralding the ground state, a
π-pulse prepares the pre-selected I eigenstate, |1i. Fast rotations prepare the state for an A
measurement which results in outcome j. A final set of rotations prepare the state for the
strong F measurement. The number of total trials increments. For the case of measuring
A−1,+1
, if the F measurement results in f = −1, the outcome is discarded and the sequence
wv
repeats. If the F measurement results in f = +1, then the success counter increments and
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Figure 3.9: The weak value, Ai,f
wv , for two choices of i and f across a span of AF compositions.
Outside of θF ∈ {π/6, 5π/6}, the sampling success probability for one of these weak values
becomes prohibitively low. The weak value is expected to show similar behavior for θF > π.
Pastel blue and green planes indicate the maximum expectation value for Pauli operators.
Weak values beyond these are anomalous.
the value of j is appended to a list of successful outcomes. After a sufficient number of
trials, the average value of successful j outcomes is divided by the fraction of successful trials,
producing the weak value.
Weak value averaging depends on successful measurement outcomes. The success probability
depends on the overlap between |f i and |ii and is equal to

1
2

(1 + cos θF ). Dephasing due to

the A measurement can slightly improve this probability, but the θF dependence dominates.
When θF takes on values outside the range [π/6, 5π/6], the post-selection success probability
becomes too small to measure accurately in a reasonable amount of time. Fortunately, this
range contains the point θF = π/2, which is a primary point of interest for the uncertainty
relation. In order to expedite measurements, we only measure A+1,+1
and A+1,−1
, using the
wv
wv
fact that A+1,+1
= −A−1,−1
. Figure 3.9 displays the results of these two measurements.
wv
wv
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Many of our weak values are anomalous. The maximally anomalous weak value is 2.7, well
beyond 1—the maximal value for an expectation value of a Pauli operator. More anomalous
weak values do not play a significant role in the uncertainty relation’s bound because they
violate the Taylor approximation assumed in the bound (see Equations [3.21]).
Some of our measured weak values display apparent suppression of anomalous weak values
(see especially A+1,−1
in Figure 3.9). We attribute this to T1 effects. T1 jumps are rare
wv
because the measurement time (250 ns) is much shorter than the T1 time (50 µs). However,
anomalous weak values require sampling rare events, namely preparation of one eigenstate
and measurement of a nearly orthogonal eigenstate. While the probability of such a nearlyorthogonal projection is low, T1 decay increases the probability.

3.3.3

Combing Elements of the RHS

We now have each element to construct the argument for the minimization over i,j, and f
in the RHS of Inequality [3.22]. Figure 3.10 shows the result of the minimization for each
configuration of AF . This bound is always lower than the measured entropy, as expected.
Consider how well the bound does in predicting the entropy. The bound’s tightness, the
LHS − RHS, is maximal throughout a set of orientations near θF = π/2. Here, the tightness
is 2.45 ± 0.05 bits. Theoretically, the tightness is 0.7 bits, but inefficient detection (η = 10%)
raises the entropy sum’s by 1.66 bits.
The bound follows a similar qualitative shape as the LHS. The maximum of the bound
is near θF = π/2, indicating nearly maximal disagreement between I and σx . However,
the maximum shifts sinusoidally with θA . For example, when θA = π/4, the maximally
disagreeing AF measurement has θF = 0.53π, when the measurement strength is δt/τ = 0.17.
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When θF = π/2, setting θA to π/4 reconciles disagreeing operators, σz and σx . Phrased
alternatively, for fixed θF = π/2, the bound decreases as θA increases from 0 to π/4.
The weak value decreases the bound. The second term of the bound enters with a negative
sign. The signs of Awv and gj correlate so that the sign of their product is positive. Hence,
the weak value term decreases the bound, reconciling incompatible observables.
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Chapter 4
Time-Reversed Feedback
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we investigate the origin of irreversible dynamics from reversible processes.
This is Loschmidt’s paradox. We study single quantum trajectories and compare forward
and backward path probabilities to infer a statistical arrow of time quantified by an entropic
measure. Moreover, we implement post-selected feedback protocols wherein the extraction
and subsequent use of information appear to set a definite direction for the arrow of time.
Though causal-order feedback does not affect entropy production, a reversed causal order
feedback protocol reverses the flow of entropy, annihilating rather than creating entropy,
revealing the essential role of causality in the direction of the arrow of time.
Standard dynamics of quantum systems, as governed by Schrödinger’s equation, are timereversal invariant. Taking t → −t and taking the complex conjugate leaves the Schrödinger
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equation unaffected:
i~

∂
ψ(t) = Hψ(t),
∂t

∂
ψ(t) = Hψ(t),
∂(−t)
∂
→ i~ ψ(t) = Hψ(t).
∂t

→ (−)i~

(4.1)

While under such dynamics the von Neumann entropy is constant, many quantum mechanical
systems allow for the gain or loss of information corresponding to changes in the von Neumann
entropy. For example, measurement is a process that can change a system’s entropy. When a
system starts in a mixed state (maximal entropy), measurement projects the system onto a
pure eigenstate, resulting in zero entropy.
On the other hand, consider measuring σx of the state ρ = |0i h0|. The state is initially
pure, with no entropy. But upon projection onto a σx eigenvector, the state’s information
(Shannon) entropy in the original basis has increased.
Each of these phenomena displays entropy production or annihilation. However, systems
described by unitary (i.e. norm-preserving) dynamics can have no such entropy change. This
is the quantum analog of Loschmidt’s paradox wherein phase-space volume conservation (as
guaranteed by Liouville’s theorem) seemingly cannot produce phase space enlarging processes,
as demanded by the laws of thermodynamics.
Changes in entropy arise when subsystems are traced over, yet due to their presence in an
inaccessible environment, or as a measurement apparatus [167]. Such an open quantum system
allows for entropy-producing evolution [168]. Thus, open quantum systems can have stochastic
evolution which obeys more nuanced laws of entropy production [169, 170, 171, 172]. Rather
than satisfying Clausius’ maxim that thermodynamic entropy always increases, statistical
entropy of open quantum systems can fluctuate between positive and negative values.
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A stochastic version of the second law of thermodynamics for classical systems resolved
Loschmidt’s paradox [173, 174, 175]. The law is expressed as a fluctuation theorem that
describes the statistics of time-ordered and time-reversed dynamics [176, 177, 178]. Such
fluctuation theorems have been successfully measured in a variety of classical systems
[179, 180, 181, 182], as well as quantum systems [183, 184, 185].

4.2 Stochastic Thermodynamics
The expectation of time-irreversible dynamics, especially entropy production, is firmly
grounded in thermodynamics. However, for small systems, such as particles undergoing
Brownian motion, standard thermodynamics begin to break down. As thermodynamic
variables describe more strongly stochastic processes, common notions like positive entropy
production are challenged. These quantities fluctuate, and can occasionally take on negative
values.

4.2.1

Classical Fluctuation Theorems

We begin with a classical treatment of stochastic thermodynamics, following the development
of Ref. [186]. Consider a system and a reservoir at temperature T . We wish to describe the
dynamics of the system while interacting with the reservoir. The state is indexed by m, and
the probability of occupying state m follows one of the standard ensembles. We suppose that
the master equation is Markovian and has the following form:

ṗm =

X

Hm0 ,m p0m

m0
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(4.2)

where Hm,m0 is the transition matrix element from state m0 to m. In the case of equilibrium
with the bath, the transition matrix obeys detailed balance:
eq
Hm,m0 peq
m0 = Hm0 ,m pm ,

(4.3)

where peq
m is the equilibrium distribution for the particular ensemble.
We focus on the stochastic dynamics of a single trajectory, emphasizing its thermodynamics.
The interaction with the reservoir induces jumps in the trajectory (which we will interpret
as heat). The resulting discontinuities break up the trajectory into sub-intervals of smooth,
unitary evolution (during which work is performed). We specify the interval after jump j
with a single index mj (t), which depends on time, t ∈ [tj , tj+1 ).
Because energy is a state function, the total change in the energy across the trajectory is
unaffected by the discontinuities. The total change in energy only depends on the final and
initial states. We use this fact to define the first law of thermodynamics for the stochastic
trajectory. The energy is composed of two path-dependent quantities, which we call heat, Q
and work, W:
∆E = Q + W.

(4.4)

Following common approaches in quantum thermodynamics citeNaghiloo2020, we associate
work with the smooth evolution (due to energy level shifts) and heat with the jump evolution
(due to state changes). Within the smooth interval, the work becomes a state variable of
the trajectory (a microstate) and can be calculated as the energy difference at the interval’s
endpoints.




W = Em0 (t1 ) − Em0 (t0 ) + . . . + EmN (tf ) − EmN (tN ) .
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(4.5)

The heat describes the energy related to jumps:

Q=

X

Emj (tj ) − Emj−1 (tj ) .

(4.6)

j

Entropy is often thought of as an ensemble property. However, with the ability to calculate
the probability of a single trajectory, we can define a microstate entropy via the surprisal,
similarly to Section ??. This definition of entropy retains its state-variable characteristic
[187, 188], and so it only depends on the initial and final states:
∆S = −k (ln P [mf ] − ln P [mi ]) ,

(4.7)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant.
We decompose this entropy into two components:

∆S = ∆Sr + ∆Si .

(4.8)

The first component, ∆Sr , describes reversible entropy flow via heat exchange with the
reservoir. It comes from the Clausius definition:

∆Sr =

Q
T

(4.9)

The second component, ∆Si describes irreversible entropy production and will relate to
forward and backward path probabilities.
To see this, consider the probability of the forward path, PF . The total probability is given
by the product of each independent step. The probability of the path to (i) start at the
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initial state, (ii) evolve for the interval, (iii) jump, (iv) evolve, (v) jump, etc. is:

PF = P [m0 ] × P [m0 (t0 ) → m0 (t1 )] × P [m0 (t1 ) → m1 (t1 )] × . . . × P [mf ].

(4.10)

The actual calculation would be incredibly tedious, but we can greatly simplify it by considering groups of terms in turn. First, the jump probabilities are simply given by the specified
Hmj+1 ,mj of the master equation. Second, consider the no-jump probabilities for a single
interval. The probability of each smooth interval [tj , tj+1 ] can be calculated as the probability
of having no jumps, for every infinitesimal interval dt ∈ [tj−1 , tj ], 1 − Hmj+dt ,mj . Integrating
the interval results in a path integral [186]. Fortunately, we do not need to perform this
calculation because this group of no-jump factors cancels in the forward and reverse path
probabilities [189]. The final group contains the boundary terms, which are given by the
ensemble distribution.
Turning to the backward path probability, PB , we follow the same prescription. The jumps
now occur with probability Hmj ,mj+1 (indices inverted). The smooth intervals have the same
probability as in the reversed case. This treatment produces an expression analogous to
Equation [4.10] for PB .
We can then calculate the log-ratio of the forward-to-backward path probabilities:
ln

X Hmj ,mj+1
PF
= ln P [m1 ] +
ln
− ln P [mN ].
PB
Hmj+1 ,mj
j

(4.11)

We now applied detailed balance to finish the proof. From Equation [4.3], we have:
X
j

ln

X
Pmeq
Hmj ,mj+1
∆Sr
=
ln eq j = −βQ = −
.
Hmj+1 ,mj
P
k
mj+1
j
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(4.12)

Substituting expressions for the total and irreversible entropies (Eqns. [4.7] and [4.12]) into
Equation [4.11], we can see:
k ln

PF
= ∆S − ∆Sr .
PB

(4.13)

Thus, we identify the irreversible entropy production in terms for forward and backward path
probabilities:
ln

PF
∆Si
=
PB
k

(4.14)

From this derivation, especially at Equation [4.11], we can see why ∆Sr and ∆Si have been
called boundary and bulk terms, respectively [187, 190, 188]. The reversible entropy flow
relates to the final and initial state of the trajectory, while the irreversible entropy production
relates to the intermediate evolution.
More explicit statistical mechanical calculations based on reversing phase-space trajectories
provide the same result [191]. Moreover, it can be proved based solely on results of measure
theory [192]. From this expression for the entropy production in terms of forward and reversed
path probabilities, we can derive several additional stochastic thermodynamic relations.
Detailed Fluctuation Theorem
The detailed fluctuation theorem describes the probability that the entropy production takes
on some specific value, P (∆Si = P). The theorem takes the form of a ratio between the
probabilities of ±P. We use the Dirac delta functional12 to select trajectories that create
12

This object is called a functional because unlike a function which maps a number to a number, this object
maps a function to a number (namely the function’s value at zero).
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entropy P:



PF
P (∆Si = P) =
PF δ P − k ln
PB
traj.


X
PF
P
=e
PB δ P − k ln
PB
traj.


X
PB
P
=e
PB δ −P − k ln
PF
traj.
X

(4.15)

= eP P (∆Si = −P)
Thus, the ratio of probabilities for trajectories producing an irreversible entropy of ±P is
equal to eP .
This expression represents one of a variety of generalized second laws of thermodynamics
[193], applied to stochastic systems. It is an exact equality that characterizes much more
than the narrow (and sometimes false) statement about the monotonic increase of entropy.
It not only allows for negative entropy fluctuations but requires at least small negative
entropy fluctuations to balance the ratio. These negative fluctuations can be thought of as
a state update procedure becoming less certain about the actual state [194]. The apparent
absence of observed entropy annihilation arises from the exponential suppression of backward
trajectories. Because of its role in the time-reversibility of dynamics, such adherence to
fluctuation theorems is often an important characteristic of arrow-of-time statistics [174, 175].
Integral Fluctuation Theorem
We also obtain the integral fluctuation theorem. This theorem returns us to the ensemble
level of traditional thermodynamics. We calculate an average over an ensemble of trajectories.

e

−∆Si /k

 P    X
PB
PB
ln B
= e PF =
=
PF
= 1.
PF
P
F
traj.
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(4.16)

Jarzynski’s Equality and the Second Law
In the special case that the trajectory begins and ends in equilibrium states, we can also
derive Jarzynski’s equality. In this case, the entropy production obeys T ∆Si = W − ∆F eq .
So the integral fluctuation theorem becomes:
e−∆Si /k = 1
e−βW +β∆F = 1

(4.17)

e−βW = e−β∆F .
This seminal equality has also been extended to include measurement and feedback [195, 196,
197].
The more familiar second law about entropy increase also follows from the integral fluctuation
theorem:
h∆Si i = ln e∆Si ≥ ln e∆Si = ln 1 = 0.

(4.18)

The inequality comes from an application of Jensen’s inequality which applies to any convex
function f : f (x̄) ≤ f¯(x), where, for the sake of clarity, averages are indicated with bars.

4.2.2

Thermodynamics of Quantum Trajectories

We have shown in Section 1.3.2 how to update a state based on the stochastic outcome of a
partial measurement. Based on these trajectories, we can calculate forward and backward
path probabilities, allowing for a characterization of the entropy production (and annihilation)
in open quantum systems.
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Reversibility is a key tenet for the calculation in Section 4.2.1. The reversibility of quantum
measurement dynamics is enabled by the positivity of the POVM mapping [50]. For a
measurement of non-zero strength, some backaction will be imparted on the system. Measuring
outcome j changes the initial state ρ0 to ρ1 ∝ Kj ρ0 Kj† via the Kraus operator, Kj (see Sect. ??).
This update protocol is reversible since we may apply a time-reversed measurement that
undoes the backaction. The operator Θ produces the reversing measurement: K̃j = ΘKj Θ† .
The reversed measurement operator reverses a single step in the trajectory:
ρ̃0 ∝ K̃j ρ̃1 K̃j†
†
∝ K−j ΘKj ρ0 Kj† Θ† K−j

(4.19)

∝ Θρ0 Θ† ,
where we have used the fact that ΘΘ† = 1. We applied the so-called “passive” transformation
by negating the measurement record measurements [198]. This reduces to ρ̃0 = Θρ0 Θ† , the
time-reversed initial state. Thus, because we track the individual record steps, j, we can
apply time-reversed measurement operators to reverse the dynamics of measurement.
With individual, reversible quantum trajectories we may proceed with calculating an irreversible entropy production. We define:
Q ≡ ln

PF
PB

(4.20)

where PF and PB are the probabilities of a forward or reversed trajectory, respectively. This
definition of entropy has offered insights into a statistical arrow of time [198, 185]. Similar to
Equation [4.14], Q obeys a detailed fluctuation theorem:
P (+Q)
= eQ .
P (−Q)
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(4.21)

The derivation of this equation is more difficult to the lack of clear definitions of state variables
and measurements [199, 200].
After introducing the experiment in Section 4.3, we will describe the calculating of probabilities
for these forward and reversed trajectories in Section 4.3.2 and verify the detailed fluctuation
theorem in Section 4.3.3

4.3 Experiment
4.3.1

Setup

The experiment consists of a qubit coupled to a single mode of the electromagnetic field.
The lowest two levels of a superconducting transmon circuit form the qubit, and a 3D
aluminum cavity stores the single EM mode. A dispersive qubit-cavity interaction allows weak
measurements of the qubit. The qubit’s state is inferred from coherent states transmitted
through the cavity. Transmitted signals receive a qubit-state-dependent frequency shift
according to the dispersive Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian:

HJC /~ =

ωq
σz + a† a(ωc + χσz ).
2

(4.22)

The dispersive interaction, Hint /~ = χa† aσz has been interpreted as a qubit-state-dependent
frequency shift on the cavity.
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Figure 4.1: Our(c)readout scheme allows both strong and weak measurements. (a) For strong
x
measurements, a coherent
tone sent into the cavity receives a qubit-state-dependent phase
shift resulting in two well-separated Gaussian distributions (S=3). (b) Conversely, we
implement weak measurements
by decreasing the intra-cavity photon number so that the
z
qubit states do not resolve (S=0.4).

Readout consists of homodyne monitoring of the field’s quadrature component. The outcomes
are Gaussian-distributed with a variance of σ 2 and a mean which shifts by ∆V depending
on the qubit’s state, as shown in Figure 4.1. The separation parameter, S ≡

∆V 2
σ2

can be

expressed in experimental parameters [5]:

S=

8 δt η
.
τ

(4.23)

The measurement duration is δt = 145 ns, the characteristic measurement strength is
1
τ

=

8χ2 n̄η
κ

= 2π × 2.54 MHz, and the quantum efficiency is η=0.31. The measurement

strength depends on the dispersive shift, χ/2π = −0.25 MHz, the variable intra-cavity
photon number, n̄, and the cavity linewidth κ/2π = 3.37 MHz. When S = 3, ground- and
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excited-state preparations result in significantly different homodyne voltages [Fig. 4.1(a)].
Decreasing the intra-cavity photon number, so that S = 0.4, implements a weak measurement.
The weak measurement does not completely distinguish ground from excited qubit states
[Fig. 4.1(b)], thus inducing small backaction on the state.
The Kraus operator for measurement update (see Sec. 1.3.2) is given by
r
Kj =

4

δt
exp[−(j − σz )2 δt/2τ ].
2πτ

(4.24)

From the updated state, we can directly calculate expectation values of Pauli operators,
hσi i = Tr[ρ0 σi ]. Using Bayesian update rules [201], we attain measurement-update equations
for the Bloch coordinates:
Zj = tanh[
Xj =
where γ is the dephasing rate and C =

jδt
+ C]
2τ

p
1 − hσz i2 e−γδt

ln[1+Z0 ]
ln[1−Z0 ]

(4.25a)
(4.25b)

depends on the initial coordinate Z0 .

In Figure 4.2, we show that the measurement-update equations (Eqns. [4.25]), accurately
predict the measured state. For 1.3 × 106 experimental runs we collect a weak measurement
record, j, followed by a tomographic projective measurement. We then bin trajectories based
on j and compare the bin’s average tomography value for hσz i (or hσx i or hσy i) with the
predicted value. Good agreement between this correlated tomography and the predictions of
measurement-update equations implies that we accurately track quantum trajectories.
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S = 0.4

(c)

x
z

j
Figure 4.2: In the weak measurement regime, Bayesian state update (Eqns. 4) enables faithful
state reconstruction via tomographic outcomes conditioned on average homodyne voltages.
hσy i is not shown but is consistent with zero, as expected for rotations about σy .

4.3.2

Trajectory probabilities

We now turn to calculating the probability of individual trajectories in order to infer the
likelihood of the arrow of time. Within the POVM formalism, the probability of measurement
outcome j is P (j) = Tr[Kj ρKj† ]. In order to directly compare forward and backward
probabilities we condition on the appropriate initial condition. We reverse trajectories with
an “active transformation” [198], where coordinates are inverted and the order of measurement
outcomes are reversed, while the sign of the measurement outcome is fixed. We calculate the
forward and backward path probabilities via conditioned Bayesian inference:

1 + Z0 − (j−Vgnd )2 δt 1 − Z0 − (j−Vex )2 δt
2τ
2τ
PF (j|Z0 ) =
e
+
e
2
2
1 + Z̃t − (j−Vgnd )2 δt 1 − Z̃t − (j−Vex )2 δt
2τ
2τ
PB (j|Z̃t ) =
e
+
e
2
2
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where Vgnd (Vex ) is the mean voltage measured when the qubit is prepared in the ground
(excited) state and Z̃t is the Bloch coordinate propagated to time t and then negated.
With forward and backward probabilities for individual quantum trajectories, we estimate
the statistical arrow of time from the log ratio of forward and backward probabilities:


PF
Q ≡ ln
PB



(4.27)

which in general is non-zero. The preference for forward-moving trajectories (Q > 0)
comes from the effect of measurement to project towards eigenstates. As the measurement
dynamics unfold, previous measurements induce backaction towards an eigenstate, causing
the relative weights of Equations 4.26 to favor continued progression towards that eigenstate.
Moreover, initial conditions may bias these weights to further heighten the movement towards
an eigenstate. Thus, despite the reversibility of individual measurements, we nonetheless
statistically infer Q̄ > 0, i.e. trajectories tend to move forward in time.
Feedback Protocols
We now turn to our feedback protocol for state stabilization, visualized in Figure 4.3. The
goal of feedback to maintain an initial state in the face of decoherence and stochastic evolution
from environmental interactions. However, in order to consider the role of both causal and
anti-causal feedback in the arrow of time, we implement a post-selected feedback scheme.
After preparing the target state, we allow the qubit to stochastically evolve under the influence
of measurement. We then apply a corrective rotation pulse, θapp , about the Y -axis with a
randomly chosen angle between − π4 and π4 . In post-analysis, we select realizations wherein
h i
Z
π
we chose the ideal feedback angle, θideal = tan−1 Xjj , within 20
.
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Under this feedback protocol, we then evaluate forward and backward probabilities of individual trajectories for causally-ordered feedback (COF). Critically, the backward probability,
PB (j|Z̃t ), is based on the time-reversed coordinate after the time-reversed feedback (Fig. 4.3).
At this stage, the state has undergone both feedback and its time-reversal, effectively canceling
the effect of feedback [12]. Thus in the case of causal order feedback, the arrow of time ratio,
seen in Figure 4.4, is the same as if we had not applied feedback. Our results for forward
feedback are consistent with previous studies [198, 185].
Now consider feedback with anticausally-ordered feedback (ACOF). We utilize the same
post-selected feedback protocol, but after state preparation, we proceed with a random
rotation succeeded by weak measurement. Interpreted as a feedback protocol, we correct
the state and then measure to see what feedback should be applied. With this protocol we
observe a backward arrow of time, seen in Figure 4.4, reflecting the anticausal order of the
“feedback”. In one sense, the measurements which correctly “unmeasure” the rotation are so
exceedingly rare that an ensemble consisting of these trajectories must annihilate entropy. In
another sense, because the arrow of time is a fundamentally causal relationship, an ACOF
protocol produces a reversed arrow of time.

4.3.3

Fluctuation Theorems

We could, in principle, use this data to verify the detailed fluctuation theorem (Eqn. 4.21).
However, as Figure 4.4 shows, entropy-annihilating trajectories do not occur for states
prepared in |+xi h+x|.
In this case, the initial state is “too unlikely” to produce entropy annihilating trajectories.
Over an ensemble of many initial states, the measurement process produces entropy in
accordance with the detailed fluctuation theorem. However, when the ensemble is pre-selected
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to an initial state which strongly favors entropy production, the resulting distribution of Q is
severely skewed. Such a biased initial state deviates from an integral fluctuation theorem by
a quantity called the absolute irreversibility [185].
With preliminary data of a different initial condition, (X0 , Z0 ) = ( √12 , √12 ), we find that the
entropy production and annihilation do balance according to the detailed fluctuation theorem
(Figure 4.4, inset).
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Figure 4.3: Our feedback experiments entail stabilizing an initial state and comparing forward
and backward path probabilities under measurement dynamics. Experimental realizations
involve (a) first preparing a state which is then perturbed by measurement-induced backaction.
(b) By applying a corrective unitary feedback rotation we (c) return the qubit to its initial
state. We make an equitable comparison of forward and backward probabilities by (d)
flipping the dynamics (in analysis) before (e) applying the time-reversed unitary feedback
(negative angle) and (f) calculating the measurement probability according to Equation 5.
The backaction of the forward measurement outcome restores the system to the time-reverse
of the initial state.
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1
(x0,z0) = (( √212 ,,√2
2 ))

Norm’d Counts

1

1

Q
Figure 4.4: Histogram of the log ratio of forward and backward probabilities, Q (Eqn. 4.27),
calculated from individual quantum trajectories. In standard COF (blue) the trajectories
are essentially all entropy-producing due to the initial state, ρ = |+xi h+x|. Conversely, for
ACOF (red), time apparently flows backward due to the imposed anticausality. The figure
inset shows validation of a fluctuation theorem for a different initial condition, as indicated.
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4.4 Conclusion
In this experiment, we have investigated the nuance of entropy production (and annihilation)
in quantum systems. The details of such processes require a microscopic view of individual
trajectories, and an ability to evaluate probabilities of time-reversed trajectories.
The foundation of generalized second laws includes an essential connection to causality
[202, 203]. We investigated the influence of COF and ACOF protocols on the fluctuation
theorem. We found that feedback enforces a causal direction by allowing information gained
to then be imparted into the system. We found that this preference had no effect in an
already causal world. However, reversing the causality via ACOF flipped the sign of entropy
production, annihilating entropy and reversing the arrow of time.
The influence of feedback on the flow of entropy, suggests that these techniques could be used
to create information-based engines [204], even when causality can be reversed [205]. These
would be quantum versions of Szílard’s classical engine [206].
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